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ANALECTA MUSICA

I. ON THE TEXT OF THE GREEK MUSICAL DOCUMENTS
1.

The Orestes fragment (P. Vindob. G.2315; E. Pöhlmann, Denkmäler altgriechischer Musik,
No. 21; Eur. Or. 338-44).

The reconstruction shows that the word pÒnvn must have been written with doubled v,
indicating division between two notes. The same applies to da¤mvn, unless there were two
instrumental notes following it, and quite possibly to …w in the line above (cf. …vw before pÒntou),
though the space there is not quite so wide. There must also have been something written between
pÒntou and lãbroiw: most likely , but if no instrumental note, then pÒntouou.
A new transcription of the piece (and of most of the other surviving musical documents) will
appear in my forthcoming book Ancient Greek Music (Oxford 1992).
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P. Hibeh 231 (British Library Pap. 2996)

These small fragments, which include some vocal notation, were published (after a fashion) by
E.G. Turner in 1955,1 but they were overlooked by Pöhlmann and have received no attention.
They date from the mid third century BC, and apparently come from some treatise on music with
examples in notation. Here is a transcription made from the original. The papyrus has of course no
accents, and no other lectional signs.
Fr. 1

1 The Hibeh Papyri, II 152.
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Fr. 1.
3 If the letters are correctly read, perhaps some case of cãlthw or
caltÆrion. 4-6 The marginal note (supplemented by Turner) may relate to the preceding
column. (4-) 5 Possibly me]gãlou
6 Possibly -m°[n]a gumn[
Fr. 2.
These note-series, and that in fr. 3. 5, are evidently melodic sequences, not
mere extracts from scales.
1 ]`: the lower part of an upright. G[ : P[ is also possible,
though in fr. 3 P has a top extending further to the left and hooked over. The notes BG (or BP) are
at home in the Dorian/Hyperdorian and Hyperphrygian systems. The superior and inferior tiemarks linking notes here and below presumably had some significance for phrasing. In later texts
an inferior tie (hyphen) is commonly used to link notes in a divided time-unit; it is not found,
however, where the notes are the same, other signs being employed in such cases (kompismÒw,
melismÒw, or teretismÒw). 2 ]K : the tips of the arms are visible. Turner read ]%, but the
lower trace seems almost diagonal. Musically, % is awkward in a scale containing U and M,
whereas K sits easily beside them: Hyperphrygian chromatic lichanos - parhypate hypaton hypate, or Hypodorian chromatic paranete hyperbolaion - trite - nete. The small circle above U may
be intended for a stigme marking the arsis.
Fr. 3
The column of paired notes (1-4) is in smaller writing than line 5. The
positioning of the brackets to the left in 2-4 is notional; I can not tell how much is blank writing
surface and how much is abraded. It is not easy to explain the significance of the pairs of notes,
and the readings cannot be guaranteed; I have particular misgivings about the R. G might be a
cursive N. If the readings are correct, it may be observed that the three preserved pairs, A O, J
(recumbent phi, not theta), and G R, yield successively the intervals falling fifth, rising sixth, falling
fifth. The second note of each pair taken with the first of the succeeding one, % A, O J,
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G, gives successively a rising sixth, a rising semitone, and a falling major third. It cannot be a
tuning sequence, as the notes do not all belong to the same key. Possibly they represent a series of
modulations:
%A
AO
OJ
J
G
GR

Aeolian parhypate - paranete = Hypoaeol. paranete hyperb.
Hypoaeol. paranete hyperb. - trite = Ionian mese
Ionian mese - trite synemmenon = Hyperionian parhypate
Hyperionian parhypate - paranete = Hyperlyd. paramese
Hyperlyd. paramese - lichanos = Lyd. paranete synemmenon
Lydian paranete synemmenon - parhypate.
In modern notation: a - f #Ä - b - cÄ - aÄ - f´ - b b. . .

3.

P. Zenon 59533 (Pöhlmann, No. 35; Trag. adesp. 678)

Although Kannicht and Snell in their section 'Chartae musicae', TrGF II 264-80, do not print the
musical notation of the fragments included, they often give the poetic texts in an improved form
compared with Pöhlmann’s edition. Their text of this fragment reads
]soi tãd' •tãrvn ﬂk°tin aÈ
]``gonãtvn ¶pi kataspo]dvn
There ought to be brackets at the ends of lines 1-2, as the papyrus is broken off. But other
improvements can be made too. Here is a disegno:2

2 For photographs see JHS 51, 1931, pl.V; C. C. Edgar, Zenon Papyri IV, Cairo 1931, pl. II; C. del Grande, La
metrica greca, Enciclopedia classica II. v. 2, Torino 1960, 442; Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart XVI, facing
642.
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I read:
]koi tãd' •tãrvn ﬂk°tin au[
]`i gonãtvn §p‹ katask[¤vn
]evn
[
2 The s has a square appearance. It is seemingly followed by a vertical (1) and the foot of another
(2), and then by a trace on the line sloping slightly downwards (3). (1) and (2) have been seen as
the feet of p, but it would be unnaturally squashed up to the s. I suspect that (1) is random ink or
discoloration. (2) and (3) may then be combined as k[.
The metre may be paeonic, as Kannicht - Snell suggest, but dochmiacs are perhaps more
likely. The context is evidently one of supplication. The knees will be those of the person or
persons supplicated, possibly those of divine statues. katask[¤vn ‘shaded’ by the suppliant
boughs; cf Aesch. Supp. 346 p°frika leÊssvn tãsd' ßdraw katask¤ouw, 354 ır« klãdoisi
neodrÒpoiw katãskion ~n°ony'~ ˜milon t«nd' égvn¤vn ye«n, 656 toigår Íposk¤vn §k
stomãtvn potãsyv filÒtimow eÈxã.
The chromatic downward glide in the melody surely continued to M, the focal note in the
context:

The note I (here transcribed as b n ), like the T on the second syllable of gonãtvn, is a decorative
passing-note interpolated into the basic scale. This basic scale is an interesting structure of conjunct
tetrachords, soft diatonic over tense diatonic (to use Aristoxenus’ terms), as in the ‘tropoi’ tuning
listed by Ptolemy, Harm. 2. 15-16. In other words, the scale intervals below the focal M are tone,
tone, while above it they are semitone, 3/4-tone. The melody does not extend further in either
direction in the preserved fragment.

4.

P. Vindob. G 13763 and 1494 (Pöhlmann, Nos. 28/29)

In line 3 of 13763 Pöhlmann transcribes the fourth note as , but from the plate (Denkmäler, Abb.
24) it seems to be a clear . Similarly in line 6 his is rather a K.
In line 3 of 1494 the second note is perhaps .
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Athenaeus, Paean (Pöhlmann, No. 19)

The great piece that was long familiar as the anonymous ‘First Delphic Paean’ has recently ceased
to be anonymous, Annie Bélis having shown that ÉAy]hnaiow in the heading is not an ethnic but
the composer’s name. 3 She has announced a new edition, which will certainly bring
improvements to the text. The existing editions are too dependent on the pioneer efforts of
Reinach, Weil, and Crusius in the 1890s. I propose a few restorations of the poetic text where
theirs seem to me definitely unsatisfactory.
1-3 (vulg.)

k°kluy' ÑEli]k«na bayÊdendron a„ lãxete, DiÚ]w §[ri]brÒmouou yÊgatrew eÈ≈l[enoi,
mÒlete, sunÒmaimon ·na Foio›bon ktl.

The letters ]kvna in 1 stand above 2 romo, 3 aimo, and should therefore have been preceded by
eleven or twelve letters. In other words, k°kluy' is two or three letters too short. The required
length can only be attained if the initial verb has three unelided syllables, not - u but uuu. I
suggest promÒley', which would be picked up by mÒlete in 3.4 We may reasonably look for
guidance to Limenius’ Paean, which has so much in common with Athenaeus’. He too opens with
a prayer to the Muses, not to ‘hearken’ but to ‘come’: ‡]t' §p‹ thl°skopon taãn[d]e Pa[rnas¤]an
ktl.
16-20

ı d¢ [texnitv«n prÒpaw •smÚw ÉAyy¤da lax∆[n tÚn kiyar¤]sei klutÚn pa›da megãlou [DiÚw ÍmnoËs¤ se
pa]r' ékronif∞ tÒnde pãgon, éãm[brot' éceud°'
˘]w pçsi ynatoio›w profa¤nei[eiw lÒgia.

Unconvincing language and prosody. tÚn kiyar¤sei klutÒn is suspect on grounds of poetic style;
the pronoun se should precede the articled adjectival phrase, not trail after it; and the scansion of
ÍmnoËsi with the first syllable short would be extremely unusual.5 There is also an epigraphic
difficulty. If the supplements generally adopted in 19 ff. are accepted, there is space for only one
letter before the first (partly) preserved letter in 18, which, as Reinach noted, may be either S or

3 In B. Gentili - R. Pretagostini (ed.), La musica in Grecia, Roma - Bari 1988, 205-18.
4 The following of a compound verb with its simplex is a well-known phenomenon. A number of discussions

of it are cited in my Studies in Aeschylus, 96.
5 See my Greek Metre, 18. Ïmn- is scanned normally in line 16 and Limenius 2.
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z.6 One could devise a series of supplements one letter longer (e.g. 22 |efr]ouourei instead of
e|fr]ouourei). But then 18 would have 36 letters, exceeding the normal range of 30-35 letters.7
We need a verb. We also need a second-person pronoun, to prepare for the second-person verbs in
20-21 (restored) and 23. I propose:

20

ı d¢ [texnitv«n prÒpaw •smÚw ÉAyy¤da lax∆[n égla˝]zei klutÚn pa›da megãlou [DiÒw: so‹ går ¶po]r' ékronif∞ tÒnde pãgon, éãm[brot' éceud°'
o] pçsi ktl.

The next lines are commonly presented thus:

25

tr]¤poda manteie›on …w eieÂ[lew, §xyrÚw ˘n §fr]ouoÊrei drãkvn, ˜te te[o›si b°lesin ¶tr]hhsaw aﬁÒlon •liktån [fuãn, ¶sy' ı yØr suxn]å suur¤gmay' ﬂie‹w éy≈pe[ut' ép°pneus' ım«w:
…w] d¢ Galataçn êrhw [ktl.

If we take the supplements in 22-24 (and in 18-20 above) as fixing the left margin, then 21
tr]¤poda is a full letter too short, and 25 …w] a full letter too long. Read therefore 20-21 lÒgi|a
tr]¤poda, 25 œ]de. This gives 36 letters in line 21, but the total can be reduced by adopting
J. Diggle’s supplement (CR 34, 1984, 71) eieÂ[lew, ˘n m°gaw §-.
In 22-23 ¶trhsaw, ‘you perforated’, is a most implausible verb. I propose ˜te t°[kow Gaçw
ép°|st]hhsaw. Cf. Limenius 27 pa›da Ga[çw] t' ¶pefnew ﬁo›w. The second note over ]hhsaw is
rightly emended from o to Y; the mason has accidentally put the dot of y in ]ouourei above.
At the end of 23, puk|n]å would be preferable to Reinach’s sux|n]å, a word which so far as
I can see is unknown to elevated poetry.
25-27

êrhw [bãrbarow, tãnd' ˘w §p‹ ga›a]n §p°raas' és°pt[vw xiÒnow ley' Ígra›w bola›]w.

6 For the form of zeta to be expected (there is no other zeta preserved in the piece) see the accompanying Paean

of Limenius, lines 33-4; photo in Pöhlmam, Abb. 21.
7 The physical length of lines on the stone is quite variable. The mason was evidently following the lineation of
his exemplar, which had 30-35 letters per line.
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Crusius’ supplement in 25 is satisfactory; cf. Limen. 32 ı bãr]barow êrhw. Pöhlmann’s in 26 is
modelled on Limen. 33 ley' Ígrçi xi[Ònow §n zãlai, but the line-division bol|a›]w is of course
impossible. bolai|e›]w would make 26 too long (37 letters), and in any case the final note of a
sentence is always an undivided diseme in these Paeans. There is not room for a consonant + long
vowel at the beginning of 27, so presumably -ai]w, -v]w, etc., on a stem ending with a vowel, e.g.
(xiÒnow ley' Ígra›w) xo|a›]w.

6.

An inscription from near Mylasa

In 1945 Louis Robert reported on some musical fragments inscribed upon blocks from a sanctuary
of the Carian deity Sinuri near Mylasa, probably of the first century BC.8 The out-of-the-way
publication only recently came to the attention of students of Greek music. Pöhlmann did not know
of it when he compiled his Denkmäler (1970), but he notices it in his recent Beiträge zur antiken
und neueren Musikgeschichte (1988), p. 11. The text is not very exhilarating, for although it
extends over many lines, no more than four letters per line are preserved, with not a single complete
word. Robert provided no transcription, so I offer a provisional one here, made from the
photograph in his volume.

8 Le Sanctuaire de Sinuri près de Mylasa. Première partie: les inscriptions grecques. (Mémoires de l’ Institut
Français d’ Archéologie de Stamboul, VII), pp. 104-6 No. 81 and pl. I.
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A point of some interest is the appearance at A 6 of a long syllable divided among three
notes, and in association with this the articulatory notation of dicolon (certainly) and hyphen
(perhaps). This is the earliest document to show these features, which are common in the papyrus
texts of the Roman period.9

7.

The hymns of Mesomedes (Pöhlmann, Nos. 2-5)

Mesomedes’ melodic lines generally respect the word accents. In his careful survey of the evidence
known up to 1955 on the relation of melody and accent in Greek music, R. P. Winnington-Ingram
counted in the Helios and Nemesis hymns some fourteen breaches of the principle that the accented
syllable is set on a note at least as high as any other in the same word.10 But several of these
instances disappeared in the improved text edited by Pöhlmann. It seems worth considering
whether others are susceptible of emendation.
Helios 11-14

per‹ n«ton épe¤riton oÈranoË
ékt›na polÊstrofon émpl°kvn.
a‡glaw poluderk°a pagãn
per‹ ga›an ëpasan •l¤ssvn.

The melody falls from the first to the second syllable of pagãn. The manuscripts in fact give
pãgan paroxytone, but we cannot believe that Mesomedes accented this familiar word in such an
anomalous way. pãgan is, I suggest, a corruption of pãnan (= pÆnhn), which is a better fit with
the surrounding imagery (polÊstrofon émpl°kvn ... •l¤ssvn); ‘winding the thread of radiance
round the whole earth’.11

16

R M I
t¤ktousin §pÆraton èm°ran.

The melody rises on the three syllables of t¤ktousin. There is no reason to suspect the verb; in
any case no substitute verb could be accented on the final syllable. What about the melodic line? A
three-note rising figure is very common at the beginnings of lines in these hymns. So probably we
should accept the Akzentbeugung. The only viable alternative would be to change R to E,
comparing Nemesis 12 for the melodic pattern.

9 But cf. above on P. Hib. 231 for the hyphen.
10 Symb. Osl. 31, 1955, 69 f.
11 For parallels to the idea of the sun as a weaver see R. Eisler, Weltenmantel und Himmelszelt, 1910, 226 f.;
my Early Greek Philosophy and the Orient, 1971, 54 f.
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IMM
§p°xeiw édãmanti xalin«i

This one could be solved by assuming the loss of a single stroke: I M <I> M. The note I is assumed
to have fallen out also in Helios 10 and 16. This would mean that the final syllable n«i was
divided between the notes I M: cf. Helios 11, 13, Nemesis 5, 9. I M <I I> M is also possible, i.e.

10

R F RR
gauroÊmenon aÈx°na kl¤neiw

As in Helios 16, the tendency to a rising sequence at the start of the line might be held to justify the
overriding of the accentual pattern. But R F R R is an easy emendation.

15

I I ZM
N°mesi pterÒessa, b¤ou =opã.

I I Z M
One could transpose =opå b¤ou, except that this line repeats the first line of the hymn, and it may
be doubted whether Mesomedes would have varied the word order. On the other hand the notes
can hardly be changed; the final M brings us back to the tonic at what seems to be the end of the
composition. (The following five lines appear to be a separate little hymn, or an extension added
subsequently.) Probably this is another case where melodic necessity prevailed over the claims of
accent.
One further conjecture on this text may be ventured.
13

zugÚn metå xe›ra kratoËsa

is the only verse in either hymn which begins u- rather than uu- or -- . There are four parallels
in a twenty-line inscriptional poem in this metre, IG 22. 4514, but Mesomedes’ practice was
evidently stricter. To write zeÊglhn would import another conflict between melody and accent.
Hermann proposed zugÚn <eÔ>. Perhaps <tÚ> zugÒn. For initial z failing to lengthen the preceding
syllable in Hellenistic and later verse see my Greek Metre, 17.
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P. Oxy. 2436 (Pöhlmann No. 38; Trag. adesp. 681)

Col. ii 2-5 can be interpreted as trochaic tetrameters, e.g.
p]a›w ÖArevw ÑUmhs[sÒw: ÑEr]moË mçllon hÈt°knhs' §g≈.
speËso[n, …w] épalla[g«si t]«n kak«n. xoreÊsate:
a[
]` h mØ `[``]`[`]mayhte, mnhmoneusat[ -u9.

P. Berol. 6870 (Pöhlmann Nos. 30-33)

Since Pöhlmann’s edition a small fragment (inv. 14097) has been attached at the top right of the
papyrus, giving seven additional letters or parts of letters from the text of the Paean and three
associated musical notes. I should like to thank Dr Günter Poethke for sending me word of this
and for supplying a photograph, and Dr Priese, Direktor of the Ägyptisches Museum and
Papyrussammlung, for permission to publish it (Pl. I). Stephanie West kindly examined the
papyrus in Berlin and answered a series of my queries about readings of the musical symbols.
Here is a revised text.
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1 The new fragment contributes ]`[ ]rv n[. The first trace is a hook slightly below line level.
It might be taken for the nose of a, but I am more disposed to see it as the finish of a descender.
Compare the iotas in 3 (deina)i, 4 paga¤ t' ÉIsmhnoË; also the tau in 17 to, and the second
instrumental W in 13. The next trace is a longer descender curving slightly forward: rho looks the
likeliest interpretation. There is a gap between the two traces which may have been occupied by a
musical note at the higher level.
2 The new fragment contributes ta! [ . The t, previously on the edge, was misread as p[ .
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3 No traces can be made out after lv.
4 The first letter has been read as d, but this is unlikely.
5 eu very uncertain. Schubart read kr, but the length of the descender favours u over r, and
the k would be rather cramped (compare kr in 6).
11 Unequivocal traces of a at the end.
14 The cruciform sign in the suprascript is hardly a cancelled G (Pöhlmann). I cannot
elucidate it.
16 There is a hole just above Úi´ which might have consumed a diseme sign or a stigme.
18 No stigme on the leimma.
19 _ ´ : _aƒ´´ (Wagner) cannot be ruled out. The following i´ is fairly clear. I cannot see that
it has been cancelled (Wagner).
20 The third \ appears crossed by a thin diagonal stroke going the other way. Perhaps parts
of both are to be combined as , the remainder being dirt.
23 t u Ú so (Schubart), rather than t x (Wagner) or Ú x (Pöhlmann) On a(po)
certainly a´ not x. The final Kƒƒ[´ very uncertain, but I cannot reconcile the traces with Pöhlmann’s
[.
E. Heitsch, Griechische Dichterfragmente der römischen Kaiserzeit I 169 f., records several
scholars’ attempts to supplement the missing portions of the poetic text of the Paean (= pap. lines 112). They are mostly too short by one syllable in each line. But the new readings lend support to
previous conjectures at one or two points. In line 1 the traces match Reinach’s Paiån Œ Paiån
[xa]›r' Œn[aj ... very nicely, if one assumes a space between the final n of Paiån and xai (cf. 6
after Ïmnvn, 8 after xa¤taiw, 9 after klhd≈n; other noteless gaps are less relevant, as they
coincide with verse-end). The falling notes over the v suit a circumflexed vowel. At the end of
the Paean ja[nyo‹ ``` kar]po¤ looks extremely probable (Reinach again). Reinach supplied
t°llontai as the verb; one could also think of t¤ktontai, comparing Synes. Hymn. 3. 24 so‹
ka‹ t¤ktontai karpo¤; or br¤yousin or br¤yontai.
In line 2 taw is probably the article, introducing an epithet of Dãlou.
In line 5 it is uncertain whether a syllable is lost between eu and ta. The space might have
been filled by a string of four musical symbols, or it might accommodate e.g. EÈ[:r≈:]ta.
10.

P. Oxy. 3705

The papyrus presents part of an iambic trimeter with four alternative musical settings, perhaps to
illustrate different styles. The editor, M. W. Haslam, prints the verse as
toË dØ tÒpou ti mnh[ ,
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with the note ‘if iambic, mn∞ma or mnhmoneu-, and probably ti rather than t¤'.12 I find it difficult
to invent a plausible Greek sentence with such a beginning, and prefer to take both toË and t¤ as
interrogatives:
toË dØ tÒpou; t¤ mnh[
The main musical problem is the repeated appearance among the notes of the abnormal
symbol . Haslam considers and rejects various hypotheses as to its identity. I notice that in
manuscripts of Aristides Quintilianus pp. 19-20 W.-I., or appears for ∀, and that in those of
Gaudentius, p. 363 Jan, appears for instrumental or . The latter case, at least, cannot help us,
because in P. Oxy. 3705 we are dealing with vocal notation. ∀, on the other hand, has the merit of
being a Hypolydian note, like the rest in our text. But it has the disadvantage of being the
chromatic lichanos, whereas the other notes are from the diatonic series; and it lies outside their
range, being a minor third below the lowest of them. Transcription with interpreted as ∀,
therefore, would yield results that are musically quite unconvincing.
More attractive results are obtained by positing that the mystery symbol stands for K, even
though K is extraneous to the Hypolydian key. It will represent the semitone step between ç and i
in the Hypolydian synemmenai. If we use the conventional translation of the mese ! as equivalent
to our note a, then K = c# and the sequences in which it appears are:

12 The Oxyrhynchus Papyri LIII, 1986, 47 f.
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II. ALCIDAMAS (?) Katå t«n èrmonik«n
One of the most important texts of classical date for the history of Greek music and musical theory
is P. Hibeh 13, recovered from two early Ptolemaic mummies who were sharing it, and published
by Grenfell and Hunt in 1906 under the title ‘Hippias (?), Discourse on Music’. The ascription to
Hippias, proposed by Blass and supported by Ruelle, was immediately questioned13 and since
then has been generally rejected. More recently an attractive case has been made for identifying the
author as Alcidamas.14 I have supplied Katå t«n èrmonik«n as the appropriate title. I present a
revised text, a disegno to illustrate the commensurability of supplements for column ii,
commentary, and bibliography. For a photograph see Plate II.
Col.i

5

10

15

Col. ii
20

Poll]ãkiw §p∞ly° moi yaumãsai, Œ êndrew [ÉAyhna›oi,
eﬁ é]llotr¤aw tin[¢w] tåw §pide¤jeiw t«n o[ﬁke¤vn texn]«n poioÊmen[oi] lanyãnousin Ímçw. l[°gontew går
˜]ti èrmoniko¤ eﬁsi ka‹ proxeirisãmenoi »[idãw tinaw
taÊtaw sugkr¤nousin, t«n m¢n …w ¶tuxen
kathgoroËntew, tåw d¢ eﬁk∞i §gkv[miãz]ontew.
ka‹ l°gousi m¢n …w oÈ de› aÈtoÁw oÎ[te c]ãltaw
oÎte »idoÁw yevre›n: per‹ m¢n går t[aËt]a •t°roiw
fas‹n paraxvr[e]›n, aÈt«n d¢ ‡dion [e‰]nai tÚ yevrhtikÚn m°row: fa¤nontai d¢ per‹ m¢n taËta
œn •t°roiw paraxvroËsin oÈ metr¤vw §spoudakÒtew, §n oÂw d° fasin ﬁsxÊein, §n toÊtoiw sx[ediãzontew. l°gousi d¢ …w t«n mel«n t[å] m¢n
§gkrate›w, tå d¢ fron¤mouw, tå d¢ dika¤ouw,
tå d¢ éndre¤ouw, tå d¢ deiloÁw poie›, kak«w eﬁdÒtew ˜ti
oÎte xr«ma deiloÁw oÎte èrmon¤a ín éndre¤ouw
poiÆseien toÁw aÈt∞i xrvm°nouw. t¤w går oÈk o‰den
Aﬁt]vloÁw ka‹ DÒlopaw ka‹ pãntaw toÁw yÊ]ontaw YermopÊl]hisi diatÒnvi m¢n t∞i mousik∞i xrv[m°nouw,
polÁ] d¢ t«n tragvid«n ˆntaw éndreio[t°rouw t«n diå
pa]ntÚw eﬁvyÒtvn §f' èrmon¤aw êidein; [Àste d∞lon ˜ti
oÎte] xr«ma deiloÁw oÎte èrmon¤a ín [éndre¤ouw poiÆseien.
eﬁw tos]oËto d¢ ¶rxontai tÒlmhw Àste x[rÒnon polÁ]n ka[ta-

13 K. Fuhr, Berl. phil. Wochenschr. 26, 1906, 1413; W. Crönert, Hermes 44, 1909, 512.
14 A. Brancacci in: A. Brancacci et al., Aristoxenica, Menandrea, Fragmenta Philosophica (Accad. Toscana,

Studi XCI), 1988, 78-84. Crönert, art. cit. 519 f., had already considered Alcidamas but rejected the idea. He
suggested Drakon, a pupil of Damon’s, said to have taught Plato.
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30

tr¤b]ein §n ta›w xorda›w, cãllontew m¢n [polÁ x]e›[ron t«]n
cal]t«n, êidontew d¢ t«n »id«n, sugkr¤nontew d¢ ka‹
toË t]uxÒntow =Ætorow, pãnta pãntv[n xe›]ron poioËntew:
ka‹ p]er‹ m¢n t«n èrm[o]nik«n kaloum[°nv]n, §n oÂw dÆ
f[asi]n diake›sya¤ pvw, oÈy' ¥ntina fvn[Øn] ¶xontew l°gein,
§n[yo]usi«ntew d°, ka‹ parå tÚn =uym[Ún ` ` `]pa¤ontew
tÚ Ípoke¤menon san¤dion aÈto›w [ëma to›w] ép[Ú] toË
c[al]thr¤ou cÒfoiw: ka‹ oÈd¢ aﬁsxÊn[ontai éjio]Ê[m]e[n]oi p[er‹
t«[n] mel«n, tå m¢n dãfnhw ßjein [‡diÒn] ti, tå d¢ kit[toË:
¶t[i d¢ §perv]t«ntew eﬁ oÈ fa¤netai [≤ mel]v(i)d¤a §p‹ t∞[w
ß[likow ki]ne›syai, ka‹ oﬂ sãturoi prÚw [tÚn lhn]Ún xoreÊon[tew
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Commentary

1. This is the beginning. The author starts with a rhetorical cliché of the period. Cf. Isoc.
Paneg. 1 (incipit) pollãkiw §yaÊmasa t«n tåw panhgÊreiw sunagagÒntvn ... ˜ti ...; Helen 1-2;
Soph. 12 yaumãzv d' ˜tan ‡dv toÊtouw mayht«n éjioum°nouw o„ poihtikoË prãgmatow
tetagm°nhn t°xnhn parãdeigma f°rontew lelÆyasi sfçw aÈtoÊw; Xen. Mem. 1. 1. 1 (incipit)
pollãkiw §yaÊmasa t¤si pot¢ lÒgoiw ÉAyhna¤ouw ¶peisan oﬂ gracãmenoi Svkrãthn; Lys. 12.
41 pollãkiw oÔn §yaÊmasa t∞w tÒlmhw t«n legÒntvn Íp¢r aÈtoË.
Crönert’s suggested supplement [ÉAyhna›oi seems likelier than [ÜEllhnew of ed. pr., which
was probably conditioned by the idea of Hippias’ authorship and of his attested discourses at
Olympia.
2-3 Sophistic attacks on those who claimed to be specialists in some t°xnh became almost
a minor genre. They are particularly associated with Protagoras; see Pl. Soph. 232d, Prot. 318d,
Arist. Metaph. 997b32 ff.; also Hippocr. p. t°xnhw 1, eﬁs¤ tinew o„ t°xnhn pepo¤hntai tÚ tåw
t°xnaw aﬁsxroepe›n ... ﬂstor¤hw oﬁke¤hw §p¤deijin poieÒmenoi.
4. èrmoniko¤: there are many references in fourth-century literature to self-appointed
experts going under this name. But it covers more than one kind of creature, and not all writers
apply it in the same way. For Aristotle (Anal. Post. 79a1, cf. 87a34, Top. 107a15, Phys. 194a8,
Metaph. 997b21, 1077a5, 1078a14) it covered both those who calculated interval ratios
mathematically and those who judged them by ear. But Theophrastus (fr. 89 W.) contrasts those
who give a mathematical account of intervals with ‘the èrmoniko¤ and those who judge by senseperception’. Cf. Pl. Rep. 531ab, Phaedr. 268de, Charm. 170c. The Athenian citharist and wit
Stratonikos is said to have been the first to teach tå èrmonikã and to construct a diagram in which
modal scales were systematized (Phainias fr. 32 Wehrli). He will have been among the èrmoniko¤
mentioned in vague but critical terms by Aristoxenus as his own predecessors (Harm. 1. 2, 5, 7,
28; 2. 37, 40). Other references: Theophr. Char. 5. 10; Chamaileon fr. 25 Wehrli = 28 Giordano;
Duris FGrH 76 F 23.
The èrmoniko¤ targeted in the present discourse are not mathematicians, but they are not of
the Aristoxenian feather either. They are followers of the Damonian tendency, interested both in
scale-intervals (as their chosen title of èrmonikÒw implies) and in rhythms, and in the ethical effects
of different forms of music. The writer criticizes their dogmas as random and subjective (4-6).
7-10. In their expositions they present musical examples, for purposes of discussion, by
singing and by plucking a stringed instrument (see below on 30-31); but they emphasize that they
are theoreticians, not performers. Our author first accuses them of disingenuousness, as they have
in fact devoted more effort to performing technique than to working out coherent theory (10-13),
and later — not too consistently — he says scornfully that their technique falls far short of that of
the professional performers (24 f.). A similar point is made in a passage of Iamblichus (De
communi mathematica scientia, p. 80. 13 ff. Festa) which has been included in some editions of
the fragments of Aristotle’s Protrepticus (fr. 52 p. 59 Rose3; fr. 5 p. 31 Ross), though according
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to I. Düring “We do not know from what source this is taken; the text does not fit at all into the
framework of the Protrepticus”.15 It says that those who make épode¤jeiw and sullogismo¤
about sumfvn¤a and other such matters skope›n eﬁ≈yasin, oÈdenÚw d¢ koinvnoËsi t«n ¶rgvn,
éllå kín tugxãnvsin aÈt«n dunãmeno¤ ti xeirourge›n, ˜tan mãyvsi tåw épode¤jeiw Àsper
§p¤thdew eÈyÁw aÈtå xe›ron poioËsin.
7. ka‹ l°gousi m¢n …w oÈ de›: cf. Isoc. Soph. 4 ka‹ l°gousi m¢n …w oÈd¢n d°ontai
xrhmãtvn.
10-13. Cf. ibid. 5 parå m¢n œn de› labe›n aÈtoÊw, toÊtoiw m¢n épistoËsin, ... œn d'
oÈdep≈pote didãskaloi gegÒnasi, parå toÊtoiw tå parå t«n mayht«n mesegguoËntai. 9
xe›ron grãfontew toÁw lÒgouw µ t«n ﬁdivt«n tinew aÈtosxediãzousin, ˜mvw ÍpisxnoËntai
toioÊtouw =Ætoraw toÁw sunÒntaw poiÆsein Àste ktl.
13-17. Concern with the ethical effects of different kinds of music is a persistent theme in
Greek theory from the fifth century on, beginning with the Pythagoreans. Damon seems to have
been the first to give it literary expression in his Areopagitikos. His ideas were taken up by Plato,
who is said to have been taught music by a pupil of Damon’s — one Drakon — and who mentions
Damon in the most commendatory terms.16
Our author’s èrmoniko¤ claim that music can make •gkrate›w, frÒnimoi, d¤kaioi, éndre›oi,
or deilo¤. The list of qualities corresponds in part to those of which Damon spoke.17 But so far
as our information goes, Damon was particularly concerned with the effects of different modes
(èrmon¤ai) and rhythms, whereas our author’s argument focuses on the role of genus, and
specifically on the antithesis of enharmonic and chromatic. In discussion of musical ethos in Plato,
Aristotle, and the Peripatos, genus remains out of sight, but it reappears in Diogenes of Seleucia,
who maintained a view similar to that criticized here.18 In later sources the diatonic genus is
usually brought into the assessment, and each genus on the whole is assigned positive qualities.19
15-17 The structure is remarkably similar to Isoc. De pace 31-32 eﬁw toËto gãr tinew
éno¤aw §lhlÊyasin Àsy' ÍpeilÆfasi (ktl.) ... kak«w eﬁdÒtew …w oÎte prÚw xrhmatismÚn oÎte
prÚw dÒjan ... oÈd¢n ín sumbãloito thlikaÊthn dÊnamin ˜shn per éretØ ka‹ tå m°rh taÊthw.
The expression kak«w eﬁdÒtew ˜ti it is especially Isocratean: Panath. 160, 187, 263, Soph. 10,
Platae. 25, Epist. 7. 4; also Xen. Cyr. 2. 3. 13.

15 Aristotle’s Protrepticus, 1961, 208.
16 Laches 180d, cf. 197d; Rep. 400ab.
17 Cf. Philod. Mus. p. 116 van Krevelen (DK 37 B 4): éndre[¤a], sv[frosÊnh], di[kaiosÊnh], and p. 194 =

P. 70 Neubecker; éndre¤a also implied in Arist. Quint. p. 80. 25 ff. W.-I. See also W. D. Anderson, Ethos and
Education in Greek Music, 1966, 151.
18 Philod. Mus. IV pp. 39 f. Neubecker.
19 See Adrastus (?) ap. Theon Smyrn. p. 54.12 - 56.5 H., Plut. Non posse suaviter 1096b, Sext. Emp. adv.

Mus. 50, Arist. Quint. p. 92. 19 ff. (interp.), Anon. Bellerm. 26, Procl. in Tim. II 169. 1 ff. D.
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17-19. Archaic and fifth-century music in general, from Olympus and Polymnestus down
to Pindar and tragedy, is reported to have been normally in the enharmonic genus, and the earlier
theorists, according to Aristoxenus, concerned themselves with it alone.20 The term èrmon¤a /
§narmÒniow, ‘(standard) tuning’, presupposes its primary status, just as xr«ma/xrvmatikÒw
designates a secondary phenomenon, a ‘colouring’. Chromatic was associated especially with
citharody after the mid fifth century. Euripides and Agathon are said to have made some use of it in
tragedy, but it remained abnormal there. Some tragic enharmonic was judged to have an admixture
of the diatonic.21 But pure diatonic seems to have had no recognized place in ‘classical’ music. It
is illuminating to learn from the present text that it was a regional phenomenon in the early fourth
century, characteristic of northern and northwestern Greece. It may also have been current in
Magna Graecia, considering the greater importance that it assumed in the Pythagorean line of
musical theory.22
17. t¤w går oÈk o‰den: cf. Isoc. Soph. 12 (after yaumãzv d' ˜tan ‡dv ...) t¤w går oÈk
o‰de plØn toÊtvn, ˜ti ktl.
18-19. Grenfell - Hunt read toÁw Ye[r|mopÊl]hsi, but yu[ is palaeographically better, and the
extra word is necessary to make the line up to its proper length. The line-break was certainly at
|pul-. The writer may mean that diatonic songs were to be heard at the Amphictionic League’s
gatherings at Anthela. This would account for the mention of the Dolopes, though probably not for
the Aetolians. Anything that was ‘common knowledge’ about the Aetolians’ songs may have been
based on their appearances at the Olympic festivals.
20-21. Other sources, as mentioned above, speak of a diatonic ingredient in some tragic
enharmonic, and of excursions into the chromatic by the younger tragedians. Our author’s
statement may therefore be a little too absolute. But it is valuable to have this early, yet presumably
post-Euripidean, confirmation that enharmonic was the norm. It provides the strongest grounds for
interpreting the Orestes fragment in enharmonic and not chromatic terms.23
Grenfell and Hunt’s supplements xrv[m°nouw, mç|llon] d¢ ... éndre¤o[uw t«n di|å pa]ntÒw
involve a false syllabic division of mçllon (they admit it to be ‘not usual’, but are fatally resolved
to incorporate the word) and a letter too many at the beginning of 21.
21-22. Diatonic is curiously treated as if it were a kind of chromatic; unless the idea is that
it diverges still further from the enharmonic in the same direction as chromatic, so that if diatonic
does not impair manliness, chromatic certainly will not. Grenfell - Hunt’s supplements [Àste |
oÎte] xr«ma ... én[dre¤ouw poi|e›. eﬁw t]oËto d¢ give rather short lines, especially in 21. For ín
... poiÆseien cf. 16-17 above.

20 Aristox. Harm. 1. 2, 2. 35; ps.-Plut. De mus. 1137d-f, 1143e, 1145a; Psellus De trag. 5; cf. Plut. De aud.

46b, Arist. Quint. p. 18. 5 ff., and line 21 below.
21 Psell. loc. cit.
22 Philolaus, Archytas, Plato, Aristoxenus.
23 C. E. Ruelle, Rev. Phil. 31, 1907, 238
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23. Cf. Isoc. Soph. 3 otoi to¤nun eﬁw toËto tÒlmhw §lhlÊyasin Àste ...
x[rÒnon polÁ]n Crönert, Hermes 44, 1909, 504: [˜lon tÚn b¤o]n Grenfell - Hunt. The
upper and lower tips of x[ are visible.
25. Traces of ka¤ can, I think, be discerned on the photograph.
28. oÈy' here is a spelling of oÈd' reflecting a spirant pronunciation of the d in the
combination oÈd' ¥ntina.24 Cf. oÈye¤w etc.; L. Threatte, The Grammar of Attic Inscriptions, I
472.
29. Grenfell - Hunt give =uym[Ún d¢], which is unsatisfactory as Greek and hardly fills the
three-letter space after =uymÒn. Perhaps sum]pa¤ontew.
30-31. tÚ Ípoke¤menon san¤dion aÈto›w is clearly a device for beating time audibly.
Although the author uses only a vague descriptive phrase, perhaps deliberately avoiding a technical
name, we may suppose him to mean something analogous to the kroÊpeza sometimes worn by
auletes, a shoe with a clapper attached to the sole.25 The kroÊpeza is first mentioned by Cratinus
fr. 77 (see Kassel - Austin ad loc.), and Pronomos is shown using it on the famous volute crater
which is named after him, Naples H 3240. For a detailed treatment see A. Bélis, BCH 112, 1988,
323-339.
toË c[al]thr¤ou: this is the earliest occurrence of the word. In the later fourth century it
emerged as the ordinary generic word for ‘harp’ (earlier phkt¤w, tr¤gvnow /-on, etc.). Our author
has referred consistently to cãllein and cãltai (7, 24 f.), and it is clear that his èrmoniko¤ do
not use the common stringed instrument, the lyre, which was played by a combination of cãllein
and kroÊein (striking with a plectrum), but a different one that is only plucked.26 It may be a
harp, or it may be a board zither, an instrument with its strings strung horizontally across the
surface of a broad soundbox extending under their whole length. I shall argue in my book that
some èrmoniko¤ used such zithers for analysing and demonstrating intervals and scale-divisions.
Our author is not referring to this sort of lecture, apparently, but it may be relevant to his naming
the caltÆrion as the typical instrument of the èrmonikÒw.
31-34. Grenfell - Hunt print these lines as follows:
kai oude aisxun[omeno]i ejeip[ein
tv[n] melvn ta men dafnhw ejein [idion] ti ta de kit[tou
et[i de erv]tvntew ei ou fainetai [. . . . . .]a idia epith[. . .
e[. . . . .]neisyai * kai oi saturoi prow [aulo]n xoreuontew

24 Fuhr (as above, n. 13); Crönert (as above, n. 13), 506.
25 H. Abert, Zeitschr. d. internat. Musikgesellschaft 8, 1906, 82. Anderson (as above, n. 17), 148 f., 188f.,

supposes the reference to be to a ‘plank seat’ in the theatre. But even if the èrmonikÒw had taken over the theatre for
his lecture, he would not be on one of the seats.
26 Herodotus 1. 155. 4 distinguishes cãllein from kiyar¤zein (cf. SIG3 578. 15 ff., 959. 10, both
Hellenistic), and Aristotle Ath. Pol. 50. 2 distinguishes cãltriai from kiyar¤striai.
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Other proposals for the end of 33 and the beginning of 34 are
[taËta t]å ‡dia §pith[d¢]w [§pai]ne›syai Ruelle.
[§ntaËy]a ﬁd¤a §pitÆ[deusiw] e[Ô mi]me›syai: Crönert.
The last bits of the lines (]iejeip[ etc.) are on a detached scrap, whose exact position in longitude
is conjectural. I think my readings fit the traces better than those quoted above, though the
restoration of 31 is especially uncertain. I intend éjioÊmenoi to mean ‘making claims’ or ‘laying
down principles’ (éji≈mata, as they were later called).
oÈd¢ aﬁsxÊn[ontai: cf. Isoc. Soph. 3.
dãfnhw ... kit[toË: the Apolline and the Dionysiac. Pind. fr. 128c 1-3 ¶nti m¢n
xrusalakãtou tek°vn LatoËw éoida¤, | À[r]iai paian¤dew: ¶nti [d¢] ka‹ yãllontow §k
kissoË st°fanon Dio[nÊ]sou ktl. Some have taken our author to be saying that the songs in
question are claimed to evoke visual images of bay or ivy, but we should not think in such concrete
terms. The point of reference is ethical as before. The èrmoniko¤ perform certain melodies and
argue that each has a distinct, inherent ethos. Rhythm and mode would be important factors
affecting the characterization. Pindar, in a Paean, acclaimed the ‘Dorian melody’ as being
semnÒtaton and so, presumably, the most suitable for paeans; at any rate he must have been using
it in that composition (fr. 67). Baccheia and dithyramb were associated with the Phrygian mode
and unsuited to the Dorian (Arist. Pol. 1342b4-12). At a Dionysiac cabaret performance described
by Xenophon (Symp. 9. 3) the auloi sound the bakxe›ow =uymÒw, while the paeonic rhythm
(Arist. Rhet. 1409a2 ff.) is associated with Apollo and his Cretan priests.
33. The uncompounded §rv]t«ntew is too short.
§p‹ t∞[w] | ß[likow ki]ne›syai: Aristoxenus often uses kine›syai of melody, Harm. 1. 3, 8
ff., etc.
lhn]Ún: a song accompanied by plucked strings is unlikely to evoke a dance prÚw [aÈl]Ún.
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III. OBSERVATIONS ON OTHER TEXTS RELATING TO MUSIC

1.

Ion of Chios on the eleven-stringed lyre (fr. 32 West)
ÑEndekãxorde lÊra, dekabãmona tãjin ¶xousa
~tåw~ sumfvnoÊsaw èrmon¤aw triÒdouw:
pr‹n m°n s' •ptãtonon cãllon diå t°ssara pãntew
ÜEllhnew, span¤an moËsan éeirãmenoi.

The couplets are quoted by Cleonides,27 Isag. 12 (p. 202 Jan; Euclidis Opera VIII 266 Menge),
who names the author as ‘Ion’. The only writer ever cited by this name is Ion of Chios, and he is
certainly meant. So much was accepted even by Wilamowitz, who conjectured that the poem was
one of several by Ion of Samos that had become mixed up with the Chian’s work.28 This idea has
rightly been rejected by scholars. Two anthology epigrams on the death of Euripides, ascribed to
‘Ion’, certainly cannot be by Ion of Chios, who died in 422.29 But Ion of Samos is known only
as the author of a couple of epigrams inscribed on the base of a statuary group dedicated at Delphi
by Lysander after Aigospotamoi. There is no evidence that verse of his ever went into literary

27 Scribes and editors spell this author’s name Kleone¤dhw or Kleon¤dhw. But the correct form is surely

Klevn¤dhw.
28 Timotheos, 1903, 75 n. 1; cf. Hermes 62, 1927, 283 = Kl. Schr. IV 438.
29 A.P. 7. 43-44; Page, Further Greek Epigrams, 157 f.
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circulation; and it now seems that his epigrams were not contemporary with the statuary group but
an addition in the second half of the fourth century.30
As for the poem on the lyre, Wilamowitz’s reason for denying it to Ion of Chios was that
Timotheos, on his own showing (Pers. 229 ff. Page), was the first to bring the eleven-stringed
lyre to the fore (’zur Herrschaft’): ‘das hat der Chier Ion nicht erlebt’. But Timotheos’ words,
nËn d¢ TimÒyeow m°troiw
=uymo›w y' •ndekakroumãtoiw
k¤yarin §janat°llei,
although they probably do refer to an eleven-stringed kithara,31 are a boast concerning his status
as an epoch-making citharode, and need not mean that he was the very first person to build an
eleven-stringed lyre. Even if he was, chronology does not exclude Ion’s having seen it, since
Timotheos was probably born about 450 or a few years earlier. It was perhaps about 420 that he
defeated the famous Phrynis in competition.32 This removes the only argument against Ion’s
authorship of the elegy, and gives us the year 422 as a valuable terminus ante quem for the
development of the eleven-stringed instrument.33 References in Old Comedy to polychord modern
music will be cited below.
Now for interpretation of the detail.
1. lÊra: in poetic usage down to the end of the fifth century, fÒrmigj, k¤yariw / kiyãra,
and lÊra do not demonstrably refer to different types of instrument. In the Hymn to Hermes, for
example, all three words are used of Hermes’ tortoise-shell lyre. Pindar uses both fÒrmigj and
lÊra of his own instrument, which was probably a box lyre of the sort used by citharodes. Ion
too is doubtless referring to a box lyre of some size, not a tortoise-shell lyre. Fourth-century and
later writers distinguish the lÊra and kiyãra as separate instruments, sc. the tortoise-shell and
box-lyre respectively.34 There is nothing to be said for the recent suggestion that Ion is referring
to a harp.35 lÊra never means ‘harp’, and the contrast that Ion draws between the (new) elevenstringed instrument and the former restriction to seven notes is relevant only to the lyre. Harps of
up to least twenty strings had been around for generations.

30 See P. A. Hansen at CEG 819.
31 For •ndekakroÊmatow cf. Pind. Pyth. 2. 70 •ptaktÊpou fÒrmiggow. The later tradition, perhaps on the basis

of this passage, connects Timotheos with the eleven-stringed lyre: ‘Laconian decree’ (Hellenistic forgery) ap. Boeth.
Inst. 1. 1, cf. 1. 20; Nicom p. 274. 5; Paus. 3. 12. 10; Suda IV 556. 25.
32 PMG 802.
33 There are at least three vases earlier than this with depictions of kitharas with ten or eleven strings: St.

Petersburg 674 (ca. 480; eleven), Harvard 1925.30.42 (440-30; ten), Ferrara VT T617 (440-30; eleven). But numbers
of strings in art cannot be trusted.
34 Pl. Rep. 399d, Anaxilas fr. 15. 2, Arist. Pol. 1341a19, Aristox. fr. 102, Ptol. Harm. 1. 16, 2. 16, Paus. 5.

14. 8, Arist. Quint. pp. 85. 8/14, 91. 2/5, 92. 11.
35 M. Maas - J. McI. Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 1989, 154.
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Ion probably wrote lÊrh, and in 2 èrmon¤hw, in 4 span¤hn.36 The Atticisms of the tradition
have of course no bearing on the authenticity of the fragment.
dekabãmona tãjin: the tãjiw is the ordered arrangement of tuned strings. They yield a
succession of ten intervals or steps. The compound adjectives in -bãmvn, listed by Buck Petersen 217, cover quite a wide range of meanings but in general serve to express an idea of
motion, of which the manner, means, or location is defined by the fore-element. So here the sense
is ‘an arrangement (of strings) affording motion through ten (spaces)’. For melody being
conceived as movement up and down the scale see above on P. Hibeh 13. 34. Aristoxenus speaks
of the voice in song crossing spaces: Harm. 1. 9 ˜tan d¢ st∞na¤ pou dÒjasa e‰ta pãlin
diaba¤nein tinå tÒpon fan∞i ... diasthmatikØn tØn toiaÊthn k¤nhsin l°gomen.
2. This is the most difficult line in the fragment.37 Let us begin by elucidating the phrase
èrmon¤aw triÒdouw. ÑArmon¤a is attunement, or the modal scale that results from a particular
attunement. A tr¤odow is a place where a road forks. Here it continues the metaphor implicit in
-bãmona. It signifies points at which the musician has the choice between one scale-path and
another. Those who have discussed the fragment have strangely failed to cite two passages of
Aristoxenus which illuminate it:
Harm. 1. 5 oﬂ d¢ per‹ ÉEratokl°a tosoËton eﬁrÆkasi mÒnon, ˜ti épÚ toË diå tettãrvn
§f' •kãtera d¤xa sx¤zetai tÚ m°low.
Harm. 3. 66 épÚ d¢ toË ditÒnou <ıdo‹> dÊo m¢n §p‹ tÚ ıjÊ, m¤a d' §p‹ tÚ barÊ: d°deiktai
går §p‹ m¢n tÚ ÙjÁ puknÚn teyeim°non ka‹ tÒnow, ple¤ouw d¢ toÊtvn oÈk ¶sontai ıdo¤ ... 67 ...
épÚ puknoË d' §nant¤vw §p‹ m¢n tÚ barÁ dÊo ıdo¤, §p‹ d¢ tÚ ÙjÁ m¤a (and continuing repetitive
discussion of these ‘routes’ into 69).
Both passages refer to the same thing, the meeting of one path with two at either end of a
tetrachord. Within a given tetrachord the scale of a melody is limited to a single track, but when it
goes higher or lower there are the alternatives of moving into a conjunct or a disjunct tetrachord:

36 Cf. fr. 27. 2 krht∞ra, 30. 1 ±nor°hi, 3 PuyagÒrhw; my Studies in Greek Elegy and Iambus, 1974, 78 (and

80 for sumfvnoÊsaw for -eoÊsaw).
37 See discussions by T. Reinach, RÉG 14, 1901, 8-19; Wilamowitz, Hermes 37, 1902, 305 f. = Kl. Schr. IV

147 f.; F. Marx, Rh. Mus. 83, 1934, 376; O. J. Gombosi, Tonarten und Stimmungen der antiken Musik, 1939, 67
n. 1; F. R. Levin, TAPA 92, 1961, 295-307; G. Comotti, QUCC 13. 1972, 54-61; U. Duse, QUCC n.s. 4, 1980,
113-23.
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The point where the ıdo¤ bifurcate may aptly be called tr¤odow.38 The first Aristoxenus
passage tells us that this concept of a sxistØ ıdÒw was formulated by Eratocles and his circle. We
do not know Eratocles’ date, but it is quite possible that he was a contemporary of Ion.
The èrmon¤aw tr¤odoi, then, are located at the outer or ‘standing’ notes of a tetrachord. This
interpretation is confirmed by the epithet sumfvnoÊsaw, for such notes mark out concordant
intervals of fourths or fifths. But how does the whole phrase relate syntactically to dekabãmona
tãjin ¶xousa? There is no grammatical difficulty in taking tãjin and triÒdouw as in apposition, or
one of them as predicative, but the resulting sense is lacking in clarity.
It is natural to suspect that the article tåw is intrusive, just as in the previous line the
manuscripts have tØn before dekabãmona. So Wilamowitz, who proceeded to make the
transmitted ¶xoiw ée‹ tåw into ¶xousa (or -oisa) | eﬁ<w> {tåw}, ‘ “Elfsaitige Leier, die du für die
symphonischen Dreiwege der Harmonie eine zehnstufige Ordnung hast”. Die Anlage von 10
Intervallen ermöglicht drei Tetrachorde.’ But we have established that triÒdouw does not mean
‘three tetrachords’, but something much more precise. In any case tãjin ¶xousa eﬁw triÒdouw
involves an unnatural use of eﬁw. Wilamowitz arrived at his eﬁw by playing with letters, not by
arguing from the sense.
Marx, holding on to the idea of three tetrachords, sought to bring it out more clearly by
writing tre›w. This too fails in the light of our understanding of what the tr¤odoi are. If there are
three tetrachords, there cannot be three points of juncture. And the whole dekabãmvn tãjiw
cannot be equated with a few particular nodal points within it.
That the eleven lyre-strings correspond to the notes of three successive tetrachords, two
conjunct and one disjunct (for example, e f g a b c´ d´ e´ f´ g´ a´ ) has been a fairly general
assumption.39 But this is a single-track scale with no tr¤odow. We have seen that the tr¤odoi are
places where the performer has the choice between conjunct and disjunct tetrachords. So we must
look for a tuning scheme that provides such choices. For example, in the diatonic genus:

38 Arist. Quint. 3. 17 p. 116. 18 - 117. 17 takes it as a model of the division of two ways (types of life) that
faces a man at the end of his childhood; in Prodicus’ famous parable of Heracles this choice was presented concretely
as a choice between two roads, and of course the image goes back to Hesiod. A fifth-century elegist expresses his own
hesitation over which of two life-styles he should follow by the phrase §n triÒdvi d' ßsthka: dÊ' eﬁs‹ tÚ prÒsyen
ıdo¤ moi (Anon. Thgn. 911).
39 Comotti is an exception. He reduces the lyre’s range to a seventh, two conjunct tetrachords, with the tuning
e e↑ f gb g a a↑ bb b c´ d´, enabling the player to switch between enharmonic, chromatic, and diatonic without
retuning.
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Such a tuning, with the sumfvnoËsai tr¤odoi at e and a (ascending), e´ and b (descending),
would allow modulation between various different octave structures made up of tetrachords with a
disjunctive tone: d e - a - d´ , e - a b - e´ , e - a - d´ e´ , e f# - b - e´ . It would also allow
some modulation into chromatic tetrachords, e f f# a, a bb b d´ . These are just the kinds of
modulation that we see in the Delphic Paeans, though their composers apparently had up to fourteen
strings on their kitharas and made melodies with the wider compass of a twelfth. Limenius, for
example, uses the system

A simple and satisfactory solution to the textual problem is to write ka‹ sumfvnoÊsaw, as I
suggested twenty years ago in IEG.
3. pr‹n m°n : the answering sentence is missing. Clearly the poem continued beyond line 4.
•ptãtonon : similarly in Ar. fr. 467 the new music is contrasted with the old kind that was
limited to seven notes and lacking in harmonic variety:
oÈx oÂa pr«ton ∑idon •ptãxorda, pãny' ımo›a.
Multiplicity of xorda¤ (strings or notes) is a prominent theme in Pherecrates’ survey of the modern
musical scene (fr. 155; see below).
cãllon: musically distinguished from kiyar¤zein (cf. above on P. Hibeh 13. 30-31). But
plucking the strings with the left hand, besides striking them with the plectrum held in the right,
was part of lyre-playing technique, as we see from many vase paintings40 and from other literary
evidence.41
diå t°ssara: metri gratia for the usual diå tessãrvn. The meaning is presumably that
from the middle note, which there is some reason to think was commonly the tonal centre in the
classical period, the melody was restricted to the range of a fourth in each direction. Wilamowitz
quoted Nicom. Ench. 5 p. 244. 14 J.: Pythagoras added the eighth string ·na mØ katå sunafØn
(i.e. with two conjunct tetrachords) ı m°sow fyÒggow prÚw émfÒtera tå êkra ı aÈtÚw
sugkrinÒmenow diaforoum°nhn par°xhi mÒnhn tØn diå tessãrvn sumfvn¤an prÒw te tØn
Ípãthn ka‹ prÚw tØn nÆthn. Some heptachord tunings in fact spanned the octave.42

40 Maas - Snyder (above, n. 35), 64, 93, 122, 142, 146, 177.
41 Ar. Eq. 522 (if the allusion is to Magnes’ Barbitistai), Pl. Lys. 209b, Apul. Flor. 15, Philostr. Imag. 1. 10.

4, Philostr. Jun. Imag. 7. 3, ps.-Ascon. in Cic. Verr. 2. 1. 53 (II 237. 1 Stangl).
42 Philolaus DK 44 B 6 (quoted and explained by Nicom. 9 pp. 252 f); ps.-Arist. Probl. 19. 7, 32; ps.-Plut.
1140f, cf. 1137bc.
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pãntew: ‘pãnta malim’ I noted in IEG; cf. •ptãxorda, pãny' ımo›a in the Aristophanes
fragment quoted above. pãnta is in fact found as a variant in the quotation of our fragment in
Manuel Bryennios, Harm. p. 116 Jonker. But Bryennios is dependent on Cleonides, and the
variant no doubt represents a mechanical assimilation.
4. span¤an moËsan: cf. again the Aristophanes fragment.
2.

Pherecrates fr. 155. 14-16
FrËniw d' ‡dion strÒbilon §mbal≈n tina
kãmptvn me ka‹ str°frvn ˜lhn di°fyoren,
§n p°nte xorda›w d≈dex' èrmon¤aw ¶xvn.
16 p°nte xorda›w a2A2Barb.: pentaxÒrdaiw vel -xorda›w vel -xÒrdoiw cett.

There are two main problems in these lines: the meaning of strÒbilow, and the ‘twelve èrmon¤ai
on five strings’. As to the first, I will just say briefly that I. Düring’s idea that strÒbilow denotes
some conical gadget for altering the tuning of a string seems to me far-fetched.43 The best
indication of its meaning is the parallel of Plato Com. fr. 285 ap. Phryn. Praep. Soph. p. 110. 3,
strÒbilow: tØn toË én°mou sustrofÆn ... Plãtvn ka‹ metaforik«w k°xrhtai §p‹ »id∞w
kiyarvidik∞w polÁn §xoÊshw tÚn tãraxon. I would therefore translate ‘Phrynis, hurling a kind
of personal whirlwind at me’. The suggestion is of a wild flurry of notes.
As to line 16, it is at least clear that there is a reference to Phrynis’ being able to accommodate several èrmon¤ai simultaneously on his strings, so as to modulate from one to another (cf.
15 kãmptvn). Twelve is a surprisingly high number, as it is doubtful whether musicians at that
time recognized the existence of so many èrmon¤ai. But we could put that down to comic
exaggeration. The real difficulty is the five strings.44 If the number of strings is to be mentioned,
we expect it to be more than the standard seven, not less. It was by means of extra strings that
citharodes were able to modulate from one scale to another. Elsewhere Phrynis is credited with
increasing the number of the kithara’s strings from seven to nine.45 And in the fragment under
consideration Pherecrates repeatedly mentions supernumerary strings as characteristic of these
modern musicians. He makes both Melanippides and Timotheos undo Music xorda›w d≈deka (5,
25), ‘with their dozen strings’.46
This surely suggests that in line 16 too the words xorda›w d≈deka should if possible be
construed together. The other numeral will then have to go with the other noun. Five is a more
suitable number for the èrmon¤ai than twelve, and still provides an element of comic exaggeration;

43 Eranos 43, 1945, 186 f.; cf. H. Schönewolf, Der jungattische Dithyrambos, Diss. Giessen 1938, 67; E. K.
Borthwick, Hermes 96, 1968, 67 f.; E. Pöhlmann in Serta Indogermanica (Festschr. G. Neumann), 1982, 310 f.
44 The variant ‘in his pentachords’ offers no clear sense, and even if it could be understood it would be too

technical for comedy.
45 Plut. Agis 10. 7, Prof. Virt. 84a, Apophth. Lac. 220c; cf. Procl. Chrestom. ap. Phot. Bibl. 320b.
46 ‘Twelve’ is not to be taken literally but as a loose hyperbole. See Düring, Eranos 43, 1945, 181 f.
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the citharode might be pleased enough if he could accommodate even three èrmon¤ai in a single
tuning scheme.
The only obstacle to making these connections, p°nte ... èrmon¤aw ¶xvn, xorda›w d≈deka,
is the preposition §n. I propose emending it to eﬁw, ‘up to five, no less than five’. See LSJ s.v. eﬁw
III. 1-2. With this reading it would have been immediately clear that p°nte is accusative and to be
taken with èrmon¤aw, and no confusion could arise.
3.

Crates fr. 42

Ath. 619a ≤ d¢ t«n yerist«n »idØ Litu°rshw kale›tai. ka‹ t«n misyvt«n d° tiw ∑n »idØ t«n
§w toÁw égroÁw foit≈ntvn, …w Thlekle¤dhw fhs‹n §n ÉAmfiktÊosin (fr. 8), ka‹ balan°vn
êllai, …w Krãthw §n TÒlmaiw (fr. 42), ka‹ t«n ptissous«n êllh tiw, …w ÉAristofãnhw §n
YesmoforiazoÊsaiw (fr. 352) ktl.
This is an excerpt from a longer section in Athenaeus concerned with work songs (618c ff.). They
typically go with repetitive or monotonous activities: grinding corn, weaving, spinning,
harvesting, herding, etc. A song of bath-attendants stands out oddly. Perhaps balan°vn is a
minuscule corruption of kalam°vn in the sense ‘gleaners’ (~ kalamãomai). Cf. Gow on Theoc.
5. 111 kalameutãw.
4.

Arist. Pol. 1341a39

ımo¤vw d¢ ka‹ pollå t«n Ùrgãnvn t«n érxa¤vn, oÂon phkt¤dew ka‹ bãrbitoi, ka‹ tå prÚw
≤donØn sunte¤nonta to›w ékoÊousi t«n xrvm°nvn, •ptãgvna ka‹ tr¤gvna ka‹ sambËkai, ka‹
pãnta tå deÒmena xeirourgik∞w §pistÆmhw.
An instrument called •ptãgvnon is not otherwise known and not easily imaginable. The text may
have been corrupted by anticipation of the following tr¤gvna. It is worth recalling T. Reinach’s
conjecture §pigÒneia.47 The §pigÒneion was a forty-stringed instrument, probably a board zither,
named after the Sicyonian musician and theorist Epigonos of (perhaps) the late sixth century.48
Another passage where a mention of it may have fallen victim to corruption is Ath. 456d (Chamaileon fr. 34 Wehrli, 42 Giordano, but the sentence in question probably does not derive from
Chamaileon): o„ d¢ eﬁw §pitÒnion caltÆrion delf›na ka‹ trãgon eﬁrgasm°non eﬁr∞syai.
For sambËkai one of the two main manuscript groups gives ‡amboi. The variant suggests
ﬁambËkai as the original reading. The ﬁambÊkh appears in association with the tr¤gvnow (the older
form of tr¤gvnon) in Eupolis fr. 148. 4. Some Hellenistic antiquarians assumed it to be a different
instrument from the sambÊkh, and speculated that it used to accompany the singing of ‡amboi.49
But the sambÊkh too is repeatedly associated with the tr¤gvnon,50 and I have no doubt that
47 In Daremberg - Saglio, Dictionnaire des Antiquités, III 2. 1451.
48 Poll. 4. 59; Juba FGrH 275 F 84.
49 Phillis ap. Ath. 636b. Hsch., Phot., Suda.
50 Aristox. fr. 97, Phillis loc. cit., Plut. De tribus reip. gen. 827a.
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ﬁambÊkh, sambÊkh, and zambÊkh 51 represent different renderings of the same foreign loanword.52 The two oldest sources (Eupolis, and as it seems Aristotle) have ﬁamb-, later ones samb-.
5.

Aristox. Harm. 1. 12 p. 17. 16 da Rios

eﬁ d¢ kine›tai m¢n tØn Íf' ≤m«n legom°nhn k¤nhsin, §keinhw t∞w kinÆsevw t∞w Íp' §ke¤nvn
legom°nhw tØn katå tãxow diaforån lambanoÊshw, ±reme› d¢ pãlin aÔ tØn Íf' ≤m«n
legom°nhn ±rem¤an, stãntow toË tãxouw ka‹ labÒntow m¤an tinå ka‹ tØn aÈtØn égvgÆn, oÈd¢n
ín ≤m›n diaf°roi.
tØn (before katå tãxow): t∞w MVacU Sc. Read tina, as in the parallel clause we have m¤an tinå
ka‹ tØn aÈtØn égvgÆn.
6.

Ib. 1. 13 p. 18. 8

˜ti d¢ ka‹ t∞w tãsevw ±rem¤aw tinÚw teye¤shw oÈd¢n mçllon §ke¤nvn (sc. barÊthtow ka‹
ÙjÊthtow) •kat°rvn taÈtÚn tãsiw §st¤n ktl.
•kat°rai Macran: right in principle, but better is •kat°rvi. Compare the neuters just below,
likewise referring to barÊthw and ÙjÊthw: line 13 §n émfot°roiw, 17 ßterÒn §stin •kat°rou
toÊtvn ≤ tãsiw, …w {mhd¢n} koinÚn gignÒmenon §n émfot°roiw.
7.

Ib. 1. 21 p. 27. 16

diaire¤syv d¢ (tÚ tonia›on diãsthma) eﬁw tre›w diair°seiw: melvide¤syv går aÈtoË tÒ te
¥misu ka‹ tÚ tr¤ton m°row ka‹ tÚ t°tarton: tå d¢ toÊtvn §lãttona diastÆmata pãnta ¶stv
émel≈idhta. kale¤syv d¢ ktl.
Read melvide›tai går ... pãnta §st‹n émel≈idhta. Cf. 2. 46 t«n d¢ toË tÒnou mer«n
melvide›tai tÚ ¥misu ... ka‹ tÚ tr¤ton m°row ... ka‹ tÚ t°tarton ... toÊtou d' ¶latton oÈd¢n
melvide›tai diãsthma; also 1. 20 melvide›tai m¢n går toË diå tessãrvn §lãttv diastÆmata
pollã. The indicatives have become assimilated to the preceding and following imperatives.
8.

Ib. 1. 29 p. 37. 5

Ípoke¤syv m¢n tÚ puknÚn µ tÚ êpuknon tiy°menon sÊsthma §p‹ m¢n tÚ ÙjÁ mØ t¤yesyai
¶latton diãsthma toË leipom°nou t∞w pr≈thw sumfvn¤aw, §p‹ d¢ tÚ barÁ mØ ¶latton
tonia¤ou.
m¢n (before tÚ puknÒn): metå Meibom

51 This form in Hsch. and Phot.
52 Cf. Akkadian sammû(m) ‘lyre’, from Sumerian zami. Other material in É. Masson, Recherches sur les plus

anciens emprunts sémitiques en grec, 1967, 91 ff.
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metã is essential; cf. 1. 27 p. 35. 20 oÈ pçn metå pçn diãsthma melvidoËsa, 28 p. 36. 15 t¤
metå t¤, etc. But simply changing m¢n to metå produces a harsh asyndeton. Read m¢n <oÔn metå>.
9.

Ib. 2. 31 p. 40. 13

o„ m¢n går m°ga ti Ípolambãnousin e‰nai tÚ mãyhma ka‹ ¶sesyai ¶nioi ~d¢ oÈ mÒnon
mousiko‹ ékoÊsantew tå èrmonikå éllå ka‹ belt¤ouw tÚ ∑yow.
d¢ ANPg: m¢n M2i.r. VU: ge?
10.

Ib. 2. 37 p. 47. 2

o„ m¢n t«n èrmonik«n l°gousi barÊtaton m¢n tÚn Ípod≈rion t«n tÒnvn, ≤miton¤vi d¢
ÙjÊteron toÊtou tÚn mijolÊdion, toÊtou d' ≤miton¤vi tÚn d≈rion, toË d¢ dvr¤ou tÒnvi tÚn
frÊgion, …saÊtvw d¢ ka‹ toË frug¤ou tÚn lÊdion •t°rvi tÒnvi: ßteroi d¢ prÚw to›w eﬁrhm°noiw
tÚn ÍpofrÊgion {aÈlÚn} prostiy°asin §p‹ tÚ barÊ. o„ d¢ aÔ prÚw tØn t«n aÈl«n trÊphsin
bl°pontew ktl.
The nonsensical aÈlÚn (o in ras. A) is to be deleted. It has come from aÈl«n in the next line.
11.

Ib. 2. 42 p. 52. 17

Ùl¤ga d' §st‹n ì tugxãnousi poioËntew pãnta taËta, ka‹ går éfairoËntew ka‹ parabãllontew ka‹ t«i pneÊmati §pite¤nontew ka‹ éni°ntew ka‹ ta›w êllaiw aﬁt¤aiw §nergoËntew.
‘And for all these efforts [auletes] produce the proper results only rarely, despite employing such
techniques as separating and bringing together, increasing and decreasing tension with the breath,
and all the other causal expedients.’
So A. Barker translates, correctly.53 But the ka‹ gãr in the Greek is difficult — more so than µ
gãr at 2. 54 p. 68. 2 which Macran cites as parallel. Do we not want ka¤per?
12.

Ib. 2. 55 p. 68. 10

§pe‹ d¢ t«n diasthmatik«n megey«n tå m¢n t«n sumf≈nvn ≥toi ˜lvw oÈk ¶xein doke› tÒpon
éll' •n‹ meg°yei …r¤syai, µ pantel«w ékaria›Òn tina, tå d¢ t«n diaf≈nvn poll«i ∏tton
toËto p°ponye, {ka‹} diå taÊtaw tåw aﬁt¤aw polÁ mçllon to›w t«n sumf«nvn meg°yesi
pisteÊei ≤ a‡syhsiw µ to›w t«n diaf≈nvn ... §ån m¢n oÔn prostaxy∞i prÚw t«i doy°nti
fyÒggvi labe›n §p‹ tÚ barÁ tÚ diãfvnon oÂon d¤tonon µ êllo ti t«n dunat«n lhfy∞nai diå
sumfvn¤aw, ktl.
ka‹ seclusi.
tÚ diãfvnon: read ti diãfvnon.

53 Greek Musical Writings, II 158.
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Ib. 3. 66 p. 83. 6

{épÚ ≤miton¤ou m¢n §p‹ tÚ ÙjÁ dÊo ıdo‹ ka‹ §p‹ tÚ barÁ dÊo.} épÚ d¢ toË ditÒnou dÊo m¢n §p‹
tÚ ÙjÊ, m¤a d' §p‹ tÚ barÊ.
Macran, followed by da Rios and Barker, rightly excises the first sentence as being incompatible
with Aristoxenian theory. But then it is necessary to add ıdo¤ somewhere in the second sentence,
most likely after ditÒnou or after ÙjÊ.
14.

Ps-Arist. De audibilibus 802a17

épÚ d¢ t«n êllvn Ùrgãnvn oﬂ t«n kerãtvn ∑xoi <mØ> pukno‹ ka‹ sunexe›w prÚw tÚn é°ra
prosp¤ptontew poioËsi tåw fvnåw émaurãw.
The addition of mÆ is demanded by the whole context and argument. Cf. 801b25 t«n fvn«n
taÊtaw Ípolhpt°on e‰nai lamprotãtaw ˜sai mãlista dÊnantai prosp¤ptousai kine›n tØn
ékoÆn: toiaËtai d° eﬁsin aﬂ safe›w ka‹ pukna‹ ka‹ kayara‹ ka‹ pÒrrv dunãmenai
diate¤nein, 802a7 §p‹ d¢ t«n aÈl«n g¤gnontai aﬂ fvna‹ lampra‹ ka‹ t«n êllvn Ùrgãnvn
˜tan tÚ §kp¤pton pneËma puknÚn ∑i ka‹ sÊntonon. In a19, after the emended sentence, the
author goes on to describe features of horns that will diffract or obstruct the sounds so that they
come out mØ sunexe›w (23), or kvfo‹ ka‹ én≈maloi (29).
15.

Theon Smyrnaeus p. 48. 17 Hiller

sÊmfvna m¢n tã te kat' ént¤fvnon, oÂÒn §sti tÚ diå pas«n ka‹ tÚ d‹w diå pas«n, ka‹ tå
<katå> parãfvnon, oÂon tÚ diå p°nte, tÚ diå tessãrvn. ~sÊmfvna d¢ katå sun°xeian oÂon
tÒnow, d¤esiw.
Read <oÈ> sÊmfvna d¢ <tå> katå sun°xeian, oÂon tÒnow, d¤esiw (vel sim.). Cf. Nicom. Ench.
12 p. 261. 20 oÈde‹w fyÒggow prÚw tÚn sunex∞ sÊmfvnow, éllå pãntvw diãfvnow.
16.

Ps.-Plut. De mus. 1132c (Heracl. Pont. fr. 157 W.)

ka‹ PolÊmnhston tÚn Kolof≈nion tÚn metå toËton (Klonçn) genÒmenon to›w aÈto›w
xrÆsasyai poiÆmasin.
The last phrase yields no satisfactory sense. Commentators and translators take it as ‘employed the
same metres’, but this is dubious as Greek and irrelevant to the argument. Read to›w aÍtoË. The
point of the whole preceding paragraph is that the early lyricists set their own poems to music.
Stesichorus, Terpander, Klonas are all cited as examples, and Polymnestus continues the series.
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Ib. 1136f (Aristox. fr. 82 W.)

oÈk ±gnÒei d¢ (Plãtvn) ˜ti pollå D≈ria pary°neia ~êlla ÉAlkmçni ka‹ Pindãrvi ka‹
Simvn¤dhi ka‹ Bakxul¤dhi pepo¤htai.
êlla del. Burette: ëma vel m°lh Wyttenbach: ÉAlkmçni éllå ka‹ Einarson - De Lacy.
Read rather ÉAlkmçni ka‹ êlla Pindãrvi.
18.

Ib. 1143bc (after Aristoxenus)

Ethos is determined by a combination of rhythm and other elements: oÂon ÉOlÊmpvi tÚ
§narmÒnion g°now §p‹ Frug¤ou tÒnou tey¢n pa¤vni §pibat«i mixy°n: toËto går t∞w érx∞w tÚ
∑yow §g°nnhsen §p‹ t«i t∞w ÉAyhnçw nÒmvi: proslhfye¤shw går melopoi¤aw ka‹ =uymopoi¤aw,
texnik«w te metalhfy°ntow toË =uymoË mÒnon aÈtoË ka‹ genom°nou troxa¤ou ént‹ pa¤vnow,
sun°sth ~tÚ ÉOlÊmpou §narmÒnion g°now~. éllå mØn ka‹ toË §narmon¤ou g°nouw ka‹ toË
Frug¤ou tÒnou diamenÒntvn ka‹ prÚw toÊtoiw toË sustÆmatow pantÒw, megãlhn éllo¤vsin
¶sxhken tÚ ∑yow: ≤ går kaloum°nh èrmon¤a §n t«i t∞w ÉAyhnçw nÒmvi polÁ di°sthke katå tÚ
∑yow t∞w énape¤raw.
Aristoxenus is comparing the first two sections of the traditional nÒmow ÉAyhnçw attributed to
Olympus. The first section, referred to at the end of the passage as ≤ énãpeira,54 derived its
particular character from the combination of the enharmonic genus, the Phrygian key, and the
paion epibatos rhythm. In the second section the enharmonic genus and the Phrygian key
remained, but the ethos underwent a transformation because of the enlargement of melody
(proslhfye¤shw melopoi¤aw) and the change of rhythm to trochaic. Now Aristoxenus cannot say
that through these artifices sun°sth tÚ ÉOlÊmpou §narmÒnion g°now, since he is explicit that the
composition was in the §narmÒnion g°now from the beginning.55 He must have written something
like sun°sth ≤ kaloum°nh èrmon¤a. The last sentence shows that èrmon¤a was the technical name
of the second section of this nome, as énãpeira was of the first section. This was not understood
by the compiler ‘Plutarch’, who thought that èrmon¤a was being used in its common sense of the
‘enharmonic genus’.
19.

Aristides Quintilianus. 1. 7 p. 12. 6 W.-I.

d¤esiw m¢n oÔn §kale›to tÚ mikrÒtaton t∞w fvn∞w diãsthma ... tÒnow d¢ ... ≤mitÒnion d¢ ≥toi
tÚ ¥misu toË tÒnou µ tÚ èpl«w ~tÒnvi paraplÆsion~: oÈ gãr fasin eﬁw ‡sa t°mnesyai
toËton, Àsper ‡svw ka‹ télhy¢w ¶xei.

54 The similar pe›ra is given by Poll. 4. 84 as the name of the first section of the PuyikÚw nÒmow (cf. sch.

Pind. Pyth. p. 2. 10 Dr.); Strabo 9. 3. 10 gives êmpeira as the second section, preceded by êgkrousiw.
55 Weil - Reinach rewrite the passage, eliminating tÚ ÉOlÊmpou §narmÒnion g°now.
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The mathematicians had proved that a tone cannot be divided into two exactly equal parts.56 They
accordingly regarded the term ≤mitÒnion as improper.57 Acknowledging this, some writers
redefined the word as the difference between a fourth and a ditone (= the leimma, recognized as
being less than half a tone), or as the difference between the tone and the leimma. Thus a greater
and a lesser semitone were distinguished, equivalent to 114 and 90 cents respectively.58
The sense required in the above passage, therefore, is ‘either the half of a tone or what is
simply near to half a tone’, not ‘near to a tone’. Barker is aware of the problem, but his
conjecture59 toË ... paraplhs¤ou, ‘(the half of) what is simply near to a tone’, is an unsatisfactory solution. It is better to change tÒnvi to toÊtvi, and the following toËton to tÒnon.
20.

Sext. Emp. adv. Musicos 9

o· te t∞w ÑEllãdow ≤goÊmenoi ka‹ §p' éndre¤ai diabÒhtoi Spartiçtai mousik∞w ée¤ pote
strathgoÊshw aÈt«n §pol°moun: ka‹ oﬂ ta›w ~SÒlvnow xr≈menoi parain°sesi prÚw aÈlÚn
ka‹ lÊran paretãssonto, ¶nruymon poioÊmenoi tØn §nÒplion k¤nhsin.
The people who follow Solon’s precepts could only be the Athenians.60 But the Athenians did not
march to the accompaniment of music. It was the Spartans (especially) and the Cretans who were
famous for doing so, and what Sextus says here corresponds closely with what Ephorus said of
the Cretans: takta›w d° tisin ≤m°raiw ég°lh prÚw ég°lhn sumbãllei metå aÈloË ka‹ lÊraw
eﬁw mãxhn §n =uym«i, Àsper ka‹ §n to›w polemiko›w eﬁ≈yasin.61
So for SÒlvnow we should read M¤nvow.
21.

Ib. 51

tre›w d¢ (diaforåw e‰xe) tÚ xr«ma: tÚ m¢n gãr ti aÈtoË tonikÚn kale›tai, tÚ d¢ ≤mitÒnion, tÚ
d¢ malakÒn.
Editors of Sextus seem to have been unfamiliar with the technical literature of music. The
distinction between three forms of chromatic is due to Aristoxenus (Harm. 2. 50 p. 63. 2, al.) and
Sextus, like Cleon. Isag. 7 p. 190. 12 ff. and Arist. Quint. 1. 9 p. 17. 8 ff., will certainly have
used Aristoxenus’ terms: tonia›on, ≤miÒlion, malakÒn.62

56 Euclid, Sectio canonis 16; Panaetius ap. Porph. in Ptol. p. 65. 26 ff. D.
57 Panaet. loc. cit. p. 67. 5.
58 Adrastus ap. Theon Smyrn. p. 53. 9 ff.; Nicom. Ench. 12 p. 263. 24, cf. 7 p. 249. 10; Gaud. Harm. 13-16;
Arist. Quint. 3. 1 p. 95. 19 ff.; Anon. Bellerm. 76.
59 Greek Musical Writings, II 412 n. 79.
60 Cf. Pyrrh. hypot. 3. 221 for a reference in Sextus to Solon as the Athenians’ lawgiver.
61 FGrH 70 F 149 p. 88. 28 J ap. Strab. 10. 4. 20; cf. Polyb. 4. 20. 6. For the Spartans cf. Epicharm. 75 (with

sch. Pind. Pyth. 2. 127), Thuc. 5. 70, Xen. Lac. Pol. 13. 7-8, Arist. fr. 244, etc.
62 That ≤miÒlion is to be restored was noted by Winnington-Ingram, Lustrum 1958 (3), 28 n. 1.
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Porph. in Ptol. Harm. p. 84. 12 Düring

¶sti d' §p¤tasiw m¢n k¤nhsiw fvn∞w §k barut°rou tÒnou eﬁw ÙjÊteron.
The parallel texts indicate that we should read §k barut°rou tÒpou: Aristox. Harm. 1. 10 p. 15.
15; Arist. Quint. 1. 5 p. 7. 1; Anon. Bellerm. 36.
23.

Anon. Bellerm. 64
êrxetai d¢ ı m¢n ÍpatoeidØw tÒpow épÚ Ípãthw m°svn Ípodvr¤ou
ka‹ lÆgei §p‹ m°shn d≈rion,
ı d¢ mesoeidØw êrxetai m¢n épÚ Ípãthw frug¤ou,
lÆgei d¢ §p‹ m°shn ~lÊdion,
ı d¢ nhtoeidØw êrxetai m¢n épÚ m°shw lud¤ou,
lÆgei d¢ §p‹ nÆthn sunhmm°nvn <
>.

Three overlapping vocal registers are here defined. As Najock’s apparatus shows, he and previous
researchers have seen that the text cannot be entirely sound. But their attempts at emendation are
gross and produce unconvincing results. It should not be necessary to make changes in all three
definitions, and we should not expect any of the definitions to involve a mixture of unrelated keys.
The bottom notes given for each register are a fifth apart:
Ípãth Ípod≈riow = (by convention)

c

Ípãth frÊgiow

=

g

m°sh lÊdiow

=

d´

We shall naturally assume that the top notes are also a fifth apart, and that the whole scheme is
symmetrical.
In the case of the low register the transmitted text gives us a natural key-pairing, Hypodorian
- Dorian, and a span of just two conjunct tetrachords, c - bb. In the definition of the middle
register, lÊdion must be wrong; it would give a span of only a fifth (g - d´), and no overlap with
the high register. It is evidently a scribal anticipation of lud¤ou just below. Phrygian should be
paired with Hyperphrygian, giving us again a span of two fourths, g - f´. In the third definition we
have only to apply the same formula, Lydian: Hyperlydian, and we get the same span again, d´ c´´. The whole scheme covers exactly two octaves, c - c´´, which agrees with the doctrine about
the range of the voice stated in Nicom. Ench. 11 p. 255. 25, Arist. Quint. 1. 10 p. 21. 14, Gaud.
Isag. 9 p. 339. 5.
24.

Ib. 88

<prÒ>krousiw d° §stin ~§n xrÒnoiw dÊo~, oÂon ktl.
Read e.g. §n xrÒnvi <§lãttoni fyÒggoi> dÊo. Cf. 6, prÒkrous¤w §stin •nÚw toËt' ¶stin
§lãttonow xrÒnou dÊo m°lh, toËt' ¶sti dÊo fyÒggoi épÚ t«n bar°vn §p‹ tå Ùj°a, oÂon ktl.
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IV. THE ORIGINS OF THE NOTATION SYSTEMS
1.

The standard systems

The surviving specimens of ancient Greek music, whether from papyri, inscriptions, or (in the
case of Mesomedes) medieval manuscripts, are all recorded in the same notational system in one or
another of its two manifestations, the vocal and the instrumental. The papyri go back in some cases
to the mid third century BC, and show that this common notation was already established by that
time. How much older was it? Opinions have diverged widely.
It is clear from the internal structure of the system that it was not created entire at one stroke,
but developed by successive expansions from an original system that covered a smaller compass.
This much is generally accepted. It is also commonly acknowledged that the vocal and instrumental
symbols were not invented at the same time. The instrumental system, or rather its central core, is
usually — and I believe rightly — regarded as the older.
It is certainly the more mysterious. The vocal symbols are derived directly from the 24 letters
of the Ionic alphabet, whereas the instrumental system is based on the enigmatic series

These signs have the general appearance of letters, but some of them are abnormal in form and
others quite unrecognizable. The arrangement is clearly not alphabetic (as it is in the vocal system);
the ordering principle is completely obscure. It may be that the highest and lowest notes were not
parts of the original series. The first and second signs appear to be derived from the third by
inversion and rotation, a principle otherwise used for sharps and double sharps, while the last, ,
seems derived from the vocal symbol for the same note, (reversed sigma), as is also the case with
the six lower notes subsequently added to the system. If so, we have to focus our attention on the
symbols from n to h.
According to one theory, they are late and artificial creations, adapted from the plain symbols
of the vocal notation.63 This is unconvincing. If the vocal system was already in existence, what
need was there to invent a separate instrumental system, when the other would have served equally
well for both voices and instruments? And why should a straightforward alphabetic system, once
established, be fragmented and tortured into something so much more obscure? If on the other
hand the instrumental system was the older, it is easy to imagine that a need was subsequently felt
for a less abstruse set of symbols, especially for the use of singers, who did not necessarily have
the same technical training as the player on an instrument.

63 A. Bataille, Recherches de Papyrologie 1, 1961, 15-20, followed by J. Chailley, ibid. 4, 1967, 201 ff.
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Another theory is that the instrumental notation in its original form was taken over from a
foreign source, and that the symbols are to be explained from a Semitic alphabet. This view has
been maintained most recently (to my knowledge) by Heinrich Husmann.64 He starts from the
series

— taking the upper sign of each triad instead of the bottom one,65 and confining himself to the
central octave covered in the vocal notation by the unmodified alphabet A - V. He then compares
these signs with the first eight letters of the Hebrew and Syriac (Estrangela) alphabets, which he
presents thus:

Hebrew

Syriac
He comments:
Der genaue Vergleich mit altarabischen und phönikischen Zeichen würde noch
deutlicher zeigen, daß die griechische Instrumentalschrift mit hoher Wahrscheinlichkeit aus dem vorderen Orient kommt.66
One may wonder why, if he believed that, he did not display the old Arabian and Phoenician characters that he had in mind, instead of Hebrew and Syriac ones, of which the best he can say is
Ein Vergleich allein schon mit den bekanntesten vorderorientalischen Schriften,
Hebräisch und Syrisch, zeigt ... daß die Abweichungen der Instrumentalzeichen
nicht größer sind, als die Varianten des Hebräischen und Syrischen unter sich.67
He does not seem to be aware that the forms of script he adduces date from later periods than could
be relevant to the origin of the musical notation. Such slight similarities as can be found in his
comparisons become even slighter when one goes back to older forms of Semitic alphabet. The
case appears more hopeless still when one follows the series beyond the first eight symbols.68

64 GGA 211, 1957, 57 f.; Grundlagen der antiken und orientalischen Musikkultur, 1961, 78-80.
65 In favour of this he argues that the scale as a whole was conceived as descending, so that it was natural to build

the triads downwards, and that the second and third signs of each triad represented flattenings achieved by partial
covering of aulos holes. But in the historical system as we know it, in most keys, the lowest note of each triad was
treated as basic and corresponded to a standing note, and the other two were sharps, corresponding to the movable
notes. I agree that the notation-triads probably reflect half-stoppings on the aulos, but it may just as well be a matter
of sharpenings achieved by partial openings of holes.
66 GGA 211, 1957, 58.
67 Grundlagen, 79.
68 For tables of early Semitic alphabets see G. R. Driver, Semitic Writing, 31976, 142-5, 192-3; J. Naveh, Early
History of the Alphabet, 1982, 32, 77, 90-8, 113, 137, 146, 156.
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A third theory derives the notation from Greek letters as written in some early local script,
perhaps that of Argos, used in a non-alphabetical order.69 This view enjoyed some popularity up
to about fifty years ago, but since then it seems to have fallen out of favour. In my judgement it
remains the most persuasive account of the notation, at least in principle; but Westphal’s detailed
identifications of letters and his explanation of their sequence require some correction. He also
assigned too high a date to the system.
The instrumental symbols in their basic forms can on the whole be matched with letters in
sixth- and fifth-century local Greek scripts, or easily derived from them. In most cases we can find
analogues in many parts of Greece, sometimes with different letter values in different regions. But
we need to identify one particular region from whose scripts we can account for all the symbols.
The most satisfactory set of correspondences is provided, as Westphal found, by Argive script.
But to establish this we must go through the symbols one by one, the basic series from n to h,
considering each in the light of the material collected in L. H. Jeffery’s Local Scripts of Archaic
Greece.70
n is an unequivocal nu in any alphabet.
ó occurs in several areas as a form of vau from the second half of the sixth century: in
Euboea, Boeotia, Thessaly, Amorgos, Corcyra, Zancle. But in Argos and Mycenae, in the period
525-425, or ó represents beta. As we have a W later in the series which cannot credibly be taken
as anything but vau, the equation of ó with beta has a distinct advantage.
〈 is a form of gamma found in Euboea and the Chalcidian colonies, Phocis, Locris, Corinth,
Megara, Sicyon, Argos,71 Arcadia, Elis, Aetolia, the Ionian Islands, Achaea, Sicily, Thera, and
Samos. Westphal interpreted the sign as lambda, which can hardly be justified.
is described by Alypius as pe› kayeilkusm°non, pi with the right leg prolonged, but the
rotated and mirror forms
and
are described as ≤m¤delta plãgion (or Ïption) and
kayeilkusm°non. The shapes seem to have suffered some distortion in the course of time, and it is
difficult to reconstruct the originals. If the primary symbol was a pi, we should expect the form p
in any early dextrorsum script, giving and
for the two sharps. These are not particularly like
the symbols transmitted. It is also imaginable that the primary symbol was an alpha ( or ), or a
delta modified in the interests of orientational differentiation ( ). The uncertainty is such that we
cannot base any argument on this symbol. Westphal took it as a delta.
K is a clear kappa, a letter with no significant regional variations.

69 R. Westphal, Harmonik und Melopöie der Griechen, 1867, 389 ff.; Die Musik des griechischen Alterthumes,

1883, 155 ff.; F. A. Gevaert, Histoire et théorie de la musique de l’ antiquité, 1875-81, I 424; D. B. Monro, The
Modes of Ancient Greek Music, 1894, 68-75; O. J. Gombosi, Tonarten und Stimmungen der antiken Musik, 1939,
11, 78-82.
70 Revised ed. with supplement by A. W. Johnston, 1990.
71 Jeffery, Pl. 28 no. [19], ca. 475 BC.
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! may be one of several letters. One thing it cannot be in the archaic or classical era is sigma.
Nor can it be theta, as Westphal interpreted it. Its most widespread value is gamma, by rounding of
the two-stroke form 〈 or g (Euboea, Phocis, Locris, Corinth, Sicyon, Arcadia, Elis, Achaea,
Sicily, Camirus). But in Naxos, Paros, Thasos, Keos and Delos down to the early fifth century it
represents beta; in Melos and Cnidos it represents omikron (the circle of o being broken to
differentiate it from o = omega); and in Crete pi. In the musical notation, with beta and gamma
already spoken for, the likeliest interpretation is omikron, with the circle broken in this case to
allow for orientational differentiation.
W is a clear vau. A similar form is found for epsilon at Eleutherna in Crete; but e later in our
note-series must be epsilon. The presence of a vau limits us to those areas of Greece where this
letter was in use.
would be most simply explained as a development from the common form of nu, , except
that we have already had n as the first of our series, an octave above . It is certainly not a principle
of the notation that notes an octave apart are designated by the same letter. If n was an addition to
the original scheme it is conceivable that nu was repeated at the octave, as in the fully developed
system the vocal symbols a - o and their instrumental counterparts are all repeated in the higher
octave with a diacritic dash. In this case we should have to make the difficult assumption that
developed differently in the two positions, to n and . Another possibility is that derives from ,
a form of upsilon found in most areas. Westphal interpreted it as mu.
g would pass for gamma in many regions; but it could as easily represent , a widespread
form of lambda (Thessaly, Phocis, Locris, Corinth, Argolid apart from Argos, Achaea, Sicily,
Cyclades, etc.). As we have already had a probable gamma, lambda has the stronger claim here.
Another possibility is tau modified for orientational differentiation.
is another sign with several possible alphabetic values. At Thespiae in the late fifth century
it was used for a vowel sound between e and i (< prevocalic e). At Argos and Mycenae it
represented lambda, and this is how Westphal took it. At Epidauros (ca. 500) and in south Italy
(from ca. 400) it appears with the value h. Other possibilities are iota (with an added stroke; cf.
below, p. 44); upsilon (as a development from ); or a truncation (for asymmetry) of +, which is
chi in Attica, Aegina, Corinth, Megara, Argos, Selinus, Cyclades, and East Greek cities, and xi in
Thessaly, Phocis, Locris, the eastern Argolid, Laconia, Arcadia, Achaea, etc.
e speaks for itself.
has no obvious identity as a letter. One could imagine a relationship with the Mantinean
letter attested ca. 450 (a palatalized dental; Jeffery 212 f.); or with forms of beta used in Melos ( )
and Thera ( ). I see nothing to be said for Westphal’s reading as iota ( ). Probably we are again
dealing with a letter that has been mutilated in order to make it asymmetrical. If so, h is the obvious
candidate. In the vocal notation the similar is used for inverse h, and in the uncanonical notation
recorded by Aristides Quintilianus (see below, IV. 2) h and its reverse appear as
. We have h
itself as the next in the series, but it may not be what it seems (see below). The old
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form or gave way to h in most places before 450. Another possible candidate is the peculiar
form of xi, or , found at Argos in the second quarter of the fifth century.
h looks like an unequivocal (h)eta, until we take account of its sharps, and . Perhaps
these are to be explained as variations on an original which was then modernized to h. But this
would be anomalous in terms of the general scheme, in which symmetrical signs were avoided and
the sharps formed by rolling back through 90° and by lateral inversion. The anomaly might be
justified, or rather excused, by the hypothesis that the h triad, like those beyond it, was an
addition to the primitive system. An alternative approach would be to suppose that the apparent h
goes back to another letter-form such as . The second sharp would then emerge as merely a
squaring-off of . For the first sharp, admittedly, we should have to postulate an excessive rollback as well as a squaring-off, becoming , and finally . The form of rho occurs in Attica,
Euboea, Boeotia, Thessaly, Phocis, Locris, Corinth, Argos, Laconia, Arcadia, Elis, Syracuse,
Delos, Thasos, Thera, Ephesos, etc., especially from the late archaic period and in the fifth century.

As a result of this survey we can feel some confidence that we are seeking the origins of the
instrumental notation in the right field: in Greek local scripts of (probably) the fifth century.
Collectively these scripts provide better matches for the musical signs than any form of Semitic
alphabet could do. We have not been able to make a sure identification in every case, but we have
been able to make reasonable suggestions. Here is a synopsis of our findings:

The equivalences in square brackets are those eliminated by the axiom of non-duplication.
Westphal’s decipherment is added for comparison.
The next question is, can we pin down this notation to a particular locality? The most
distinctive characters in it seem to be:
ó = b in Argos and Mycenae.
! = o in Melos and Cnidos.
= l in Argos and Mycenae (if it is not modified x).
= modified

= j in Argos (if not modified h).

Now, the modification of o to ! might well have been made by the inventor of the notation
independently of the Melian and Cnidian scripts. He could not use o without doctoring it to make
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it asymmetrical, and the removal of a section of the letter was the same expedient as we see
employed in other cases.72 So we are entitled to leave Melos and Cnidos out of the reckoning,
leaving Argos unchallenged. We could account for and without Argos, but not ó, given that it
cannot be vau. Our other equivalences are all compatible with a fifth-century Argive origin for the
notation. A date in the first half of the century fits the Argive evidence best, especially the < gamma
and (if it is relevant) the xi. Westphal dated the system at least a century too early, putting it in the
late seventh century and associating it with Polymnestus.73
The Argolid had been the leading region for musical excellence since the sixth century. The
Pythian auletic contest was dominated from 586 to 554 by Sakadas of Argos and Pythokritos of
Sicyon.74 Aristonikos, a pioneer in the art of cilØ kiyãrisiw, was another Argive, though resident
in Corcyra, and Lysandros, who made important advances in the same art, perhaps in the early fifth
century, was another Sicyonian.75 In the time of Polykrates of Samos, according to Herodotus 3.
131. 3 (perhaps interpolated), ÉArge›oi ≥kouon mousikØn e‰nai ÑEllÆnvn
pr«toi. Two of the earliest identifiable musical theorists were Lasos of Hermione and Epigonos
of Sicyon. Lasos is credited with writing the first book about music, and it seems very possible
that he actually invented the word mousikÆ, which is first attested in Pindar and Epicharmus.76 I
do not propose attributing the invention of the notation to Lasos or Epigonos, because I infer from
hints in Aristoxenus and elsewhere that their approach to harmonic analysis was to divide the octave
up into the smallest possible intervals, and the notation, based on a diatonic scale, does not reflect
that conception at all. But the north-east Peloponnese seems to have been a favourable
milieu for taking such a step as inventing a notation.
It remains to ask how the order of the letters used in the notation is to be accounted for.
Westphal thought he had found a pattern by which adjacent letters designated notes an octave apart:
n

b

l2

d

k

y

W

m

g

l1

e

i

h

z

But of these pairs there is at most only one (d e) that does not involve an untenable identification.
There is no consistency in whether the higher octave is occupied by the first or the second letter of
the alleged consecutive pair; and the sequence of the pairs remains as obscure as before.
Musical notation using letters or syllables in non-alphabetic sequence is a phenomenon with
parallels outside Greece. The key to them is that they are abbreviations of words: technical names
for degrees of the scale, or words associated with specific pitches in some paradigmatic song. One
example is the Indian system in which the degrees of the diatonic scale are denoted by the letters or

72 Also in the vocal notation in several cases where symmetrical letters are inverted or rolled back: b

, e W, Z
,h
. The same treatment of omikron appears, I believe, in the notation recorded by Aristides
Quintilianus; see below, p. 45.
73 Doubts about such a high dating were already expressed by Monro and Gombosi.
74 Paus. 6. 14. 10.
75 Menaichmos FGrH 131 F 5; Philochoros 328 F 23.
76 It is, I think, the earliest attested of the craft-names in -ikÆ which proliferate in the fifth century.
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ligatures sa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni, standing for the names sadja, rsabha, gándhára, madhyama,
pañcama, dhaivata, nisáda. Sharps and flats are indicated by the addition of Vedic pitch accent
signs. Another example is the Western medieval set ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, taken from the initial
syllables of the first six lines of a hymn to St. John.77 The probability must be that the letters of
the Greek instrumental notation originally had some such significance, even though they do not
match the known names for degrees of the scale.78 Perhaps one day some brilliant insight will
produce a plausible decoding, but more likely their meanings will remain forever hidden.
A few words may be spared for the vocal notation. We have already decided on general
grounds that this more perspicuous system is likely to have developed later than the instrumental
system, to make things easier for vocalists. Now that we have arrived at a rough dating for the
instrumental system, we can confirm its priority. The vocal notation may be dated to the late fifth
or the fourth century. The Ionian alphabet on which it is based was officially adopted at Athens in
403/2 and had been in widespread unofficial use there for a generation or so before that date. It
was also establishing itself in other Greek cities at this period. The letter-forms used in the notation
point to a date before rather than after 300. Epsilon is square in the older scores such as the Orestes
papyrus, and the shape is guaranteed by the use of W as a modified e in the lower extension of the
series. Omega has the classical form , inverted . Sigma appears in lunate form, but the reversed
form in the lower series is , implying original : .79 Zeta is more problematic. It appears as Z
with the modified form
. In the fourth century, zeta still had the form z. We can easily assume
that this was modernized to Z in the course of time, but then we must suppose that
too has
changed in parallel, perhaps from . 8 0

2.

The system in Aristides Quintilianus 1. 7

Aristides Quintilianus, after stating that ‘the ancients’ (.e. pre-Aristoxenian theorists) divided the
octave into twenty-four quarter-tone steps, presents a table of note-symbols associated with this
division.81 It covers two octaves. Notes are given for every quarter-tone in the first octave, but
only for every semitone in the second. For each note two symbols are given, one of which is the
other reversed or inverted, and in the first octave, where there are two notes in every semitone, the
symbols for these two notes are similarly related. Thus the second symbol given for the first of
two quarter-tone steps is identical with the first symbol for the second, and the first symbol for the
first is identical with the second for the second. At any rate, there are so many examples of this

77 See The New Grove, XIII 337 f.
78 n appears an octave above

(u?), as does nÆth above Ípãth, but nothing else fits that frame.

79 Winnington-Ingram, Philologus 122, 1978, 240 f.
80 Cf. Winnington-Ingram, loc. cit.
81 Harm. 1. 7 p. 12. 5 f., 12 ff.; the first plate at the end of Winnington-Ingram’s edition shows the note table
as it appears in cod. Ven. Marc. app. VI. 10, while J. Chailley, RÉG 86, 1973, 19, reproduces its appearance in
Neap. gr. III C 4.
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pattern that we must assume that it originally prevailed throughout, apparent exceptions being due
to corruption or dislocation.
R. P. Winnington-Ingram and J. Chailley have argued convincingly that in the original form
of the scheme the twenty-four semitones of the two-octave scale were represented by the twentyfour letters of the Ionian alphabet, in their normal order but in some cases modified in shape for the
sake of reversibility.82 They make detailed suggestions for matching the symbols as transmitted to
the alphabetic series.
As regards the double row of signs and their inversions, Chailley supposes that there were
originally not two but four different aspects for each symbol, two of them serving to indicate
ascending motion and two descending. He takes the whole notation to represent intervals, not
pitches, so that for example e would signify a rising fourth (from whatever note preceded) and ∃ a
falling fourth. But it is impossible to see why an interval notation should extend over two octaves;
the widest interval ever attested in the remains of Greek music is a ninth. And the evidence of the
transmission by no means favours the four-aspect hypothesis. A bizarre feature of Chailley’s
reconstruction is that alpha and beta have only two aspects each, the missing ones being supplied
by postures of qoppa.
Winnington-Ingram, following a hint by Monro,83 thinks that the deviser of the scheme
gave two symbols for each note because the standard notation differentiated between vocal and
instrumental notes; and that as the principle he used to create his ‘instrumental’ set of symbols —
reversing or inverting the ‘vocal’ set — corresponds to that seen in the final extension of the
standard system at the bass end (
etc.), this whole system is comparatively late and
artificial, and indeed ‘rather silly’.
I should say it was very silly, if the inventor really intended two parallel series in which the
instrumental symbol for a note was always the same as the vocal symbol for the note a quarter-tone
higher or lower, and vice versa. But Aristides Quintilianus does not say that the two rows of signs
that he gives were meant to be a vocal and an instrumental series, and I am more inclined to
suppose that they originated by a kind of dittography. In the source from which Aristides derived
his table (directly or indirectly), the notation may have been explained on the following lines:
“The twenty-four semitones of the double octave are represented by the letters from alpha to
omega, with certain modifications of shape; the intervening quarter-tones are indicated by the same
letters reversed or inverted. The letter-forms used, and their inverse forms, are as follows:
... So the continuous series in order of pitch goes
...”
An account in this form would give rise to the two rows that we find reflected in Aristides’
text, with their criss-cross pattern of correspondences. In fact the dittography does not extend
beyond the first octave, for in the second octave we are given the normal and inverse symbol once
each.

82 Winnington-Ingram, Philologus 117, 1973, 243-9; Chailley, RÉG 86, 1973, 17-34.
83 The Modes of Ancient Greek Music, 1894, 99.
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Clearly some shapes have become distorted and the order disturbed. Chailley and (especially)
Winnington-Ingram have done much to sort things out. In some instances I have alternative
solutions to suggest. The following table sets out the signs in the order they appear, with the serial
numbers assigned to them in the manuscripts; Chailley’s and Whinnington-Ingram’s identifications
and reconstructed forms; and mine where they differ from theirs.
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2. see below on 48.
5. Winnington-Ingram’s interpretation as eta has the advantage that it supplies the
companion pair to 15, which is otherwise missing.
20. Probably = and = .
21/22. An apparent duplication of 3, but probably originally distinct.
23/24. Halves not of (as Winnington-Ingram suggests; no mu ever had such a form) but
of .
30-32. c v clearly more plausible than f v or o p.
34-36. As the alphabet has square e (and the older forms of z z and v v), a lunate sigma
must be doubtful. Rather a broken omikron (as Chailley supposes for 34); cf. above, p. 39.
38. p prima facie less likely than t or u, but it has the merit that if the following equivalences
are admitted it gives us a straight flush, o p r s t u.
42. With compare , the form developed from reversed S in the standard vocal notation.
48. If we interpret 2, an apparent duplicate of 40, as phi instead of rho,84 the letter missing
after 46 has migrated from the end of the series to the beginning. Chi has disappeared, unless it has
merged with 3 alpha; c v have intruded between j and o.
How old is this notation? Aristides associates it with oﬂ érxa›oi, i.e. a period earlier than
Aristoxenus. The letter-forms e z S v are compatible with this. Having disposed of the idea that
the system involved a double series of symbols, vocal and instrumental, we no longer have any
reason to suspect it of being influenced by the standard notation.

84 Note that in the standard notation the modified phi of the bass register appears as
in the manuscripts of
Alypius, as
in those of Aristides Quintilianus, and as
in those of Gaudentius. There is a similar variation
in our list at 40, where, according to the facsimile given by Chailley, the Naples manuscript gives .
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Its most significant feature is that unlike the standard notation it is not based on diatonic steps,
or on any form of tonal scale. It is dodecaphonic, treating the twelve semitone steps of each octave
as equal in status, and subdividing each of them into quarter-tones requiring differentiated symbols
of a secondary order. This seems to be the product of theoretical analysis, not a system inspired by
musical praxis. We hear, as it happens, of certain harmonic theorists who mapped out the octave in
quarter-tones. They were anterior to Aristoxenus, who several times criticizes their approach
without identifying them by name. 85 It is surely in their environment that we should
seek the origin of the notation under discussion. From Aristoxenus onward, so far as we know,
everyone operated with some form of heptatonic Perfect System, and the standard notation had by
then probably established itself to the exclusion of all rivals. Aristides was right, then, to attribute
the ‘dodecaphonic’ system to oﬂ érxa›oi. It was probably invented sometime in the earlier part of
the fourth century. It failed to achieve general currency; but it was by no means as silly as it has
been deemed.
Aristides’ first mention of these érxa›oi is at p. 12. 5, oÏtv d¢ ka‹ oﬂ érxa›oi
sunet¤yesan tå sustÆmata, •kãsthn xordØn §n di°sei perior¤zontew. A few pages later he
makes a similar diversion: p. 18. 5, g¤nontai d¢ ka‹ êllai tetraxordika‹ diair°seiw, aÂw ka‹
oﬂ pãnu palaiÒtatoi prÚw tåw èrmon¤aw k°xrhntai. He proceeds to describe these ancients’
sustÆmata, six of them, modal scales whose intervals are measured in di°seiw and multiples of
this minimal unit, e.g. tÚ m¢n oÔn lÊdion sÊsthma sunet¤yesan §k di°sevw ka‹ ditÒnou ka‹
tÒnou ka‹ di°sevw ka‹ di°sevw ka‹ ditÒnou ka‹ di°sevw. It is a natural guess that these two
antiquarian digressions are related, and reflect a single pre-Axistoxenian source in which an
exposition of the quarter-tone notation was followed by the account of the scales. They may have
been tabulated there in that notation, just as in Aristides Quintilianus, after their interval-sequences
have been recited, they are tabulated in the standard vocal and instrumental notations.
On the other hand it is difficult to separate these ancient èrmon¤ai from the set of irregular
èrmon¤ai which Aristides elsewhere mentions as having been recorded by Damon.86 Barker
writes that the grounds for identifying the two sets are ‘very slim’.87 But it is hard to conceive that
Aristides had access to two separate sets of ancient modal scales, one set described by Damon, the
other attributed to oﬂ pãnu palaiÒtatoi, especially as he equates the latter with the èrmon¤ai that
Plato referred to in Rep. 398e-9c: Plato’s musical theory is known to owe much to Damon.88
Does the notation with which we are concerned, then, go back to Damon? I do not see how the
possibility can be disproved. But it is perhaps more likely that Aristides’ source was postDamonian, a writer of Plato’s time who cited Damon as his authority for the scales (as Plato does
for rhythms, just after his discussion of èrmon¤ai, Rep. 400b), and who employed a newly
devised quarter-tone notation. This would account incidentally for the difference between
Aristides’ expressions oﬂ érxa›oi and oﬂ pãnu palaiÒtatoi.
85 Harm. 1. 7, 28, 2. 38, 53; cf. Pl. Rep. 531ab.
86 Harm. 2. 14 p. 80. 29; cf. Winnington-Ingram, Mode in Ancient Greek Music, 1936, 59.
87 Greek Musical Writings, II 483 n. 143.
88 Cf. above, p. 19.
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V. THE CHRISTIAN HYMN FROM OXYRHYNCHUS:
GREEK MUSIK OR SYRIAC?
This hymn, P. Oxy. 1786 (Pöhlmann, No. 34), copied in the later third century, is perhaps the
latest in date of the known texts recorded in the ancient Greek notation. At the same time it is by a
considerable interval the oldest surviving example of music used in Christian worship. It is
therefore a matter of some interest to determine, if possible, to what musical tradition it belongs.
Very different opinions have been held. H. Abert wrote of the music that
Sie trägt durchaus den Stempel der altgriechischen Kunst, von der
Melopöie bis zum äußeren Notenbilde ... Der christliche Komponist muß
mit der antiken Musik eng vertraut gewesen sein.89
Egon Wellesz, on the other hand, denied that the music of the hymn was of genuinely Greek
character, and stated decisively that it represented a new ecclesiastical music modelled on patterns
deriving from Jewish or Syriac hymnody. He thought that the hymn might even be a translation
from a Jewish or Syriac original.90
I shall argue that Wellesz’s position is mistaken, and that those who see the hymn as
eminently a product of Greek tradition are on altogether stronger ground.
Let us consider first the poetic text.
uu-u]omou pçsa¤ te yeoË
lÒgimoi a [
] [ ]ar[
[uu-uu-uu-uu-]
]UtAnhv sigãtv,
mhd' êstra faesfÒra l[amp]°[s]yvn,
ép]oleip[Òntvn] =[ipa‹ pnoi«n,
phga‹] potam«n =oy¤vn pçsai.
ÍmnoÊntvn d' ≤m«n [p]at°rA
xuﬁÚn xêgion pneËmA,
pçsai dunãmeiw §pifvnoÊntvn
“émÆn, émÆn”. krãtow, a‰now, a‰now [ée‹
ka‹ dÒja ye«i] d[vt]∞[ri] mÒnvi
pãntvn égay«n: émÆn, émÆn.

89 Bursians Jahresbericht 193, 1922, 7.
90 CQ 39, 1945, 34-45; A History of Byzantine Music and Hymnography, 21961, 152-6.
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It is composed in anapaests. The metre appears to crumble in ruins when the formula pat°ra ka‹
uﬂÚn ka‹ ëgion pneËma is used. But the rhythmic notation accompanying the note symbols, as
well as the written crases xuion xagion, makes it clear that the metrical scheme was maintained in
the music and the words forced to fit it. Over the final vowel of pat°ra a diseme note is written,
and over that of pneËma a diseme followed by a diseme leimma.91 The other doxological formula,
‘power, praise, and glory’, is accommodated to the metre by omitting the first copula and by using
a‰now instead of eÈlog¤a (Apoc. Iohann. 5. 13 ≤ eÈlog¤a ka‹ ≤ timØ ka‹ ≤ dÒja ka‹ tÚ krãtow).
We see, therefore, that the hymnist was concerned to maintain the metre throughout, and that it is
misleading to say, as Wellesz does, that ‘when he came to insert the doxological formula ... he had
to abandon the anapaestic metre and to introduce rhythmical prose.’92
Wellesz refers to the anapaestic metre, rather oddly, as ‘the popular metre of the Hellenistic
age’. It was certainly a popular metre in the first three centuries of our era.93 We find it used for
hymns in Lucian’s Podagra (191-203), in two hymns to Apollo quoted by Porphyry (Antr.
Nymph. 8 and ap. Eus. PE 3. 14. 4 f.), and — in the more solemn spondaic tempo — in the
Berlin Paean (above, p. 12). It is against this pagan background that we must view the anapaestic
hymn to Christ the Saviour attributed to Clement of Alexandria,94 and those two of Synesius’
hymns which are in this metre.95 These poems naturally incorporate some metaphors and images
of Biblical provenance, but in general they are imbued with Hellenic poetic diction and with the
hues of Hellenic philosophy. This applies especially, of course, to the compositions of the humane
Neoplatonist Synesius.
The Oxyrhynchus hymn, although it admits more direct links with liturgical doxology,
stands much closer to these products of Hellenic (Alexandrian) education than to the Odes of
Solomon, the hymns of Bardesanes and Harmonios, and other products of the Syriac tradition,
which, when they were translated into Greek, were translated into rhythmical prose, not into
classicizing metres.96 The call for the powers of nature to be still, to suspend their activity while
the hymn is sung, is closely paralleled in both of Synesius’ anapaestic hymns:

91 The leimma ought to have been tetraseme. The error has resulted in the arsis-stigmai being displaced from

here onwards (Winnington-Ingram, Symb. Osl. 31, 1955, 81).
92 CQ 39, 1945, 41.
93 See my Greek Metre, 170-2. Add the dramatic recitatives with musical notation in P. Osl. 1413. 1-15

(Pöhlmann, No. 36) and P. Oxy. 3704, and (if you are not too fastidious) the fourth-century Christian hymn in P.
Köln IV 172.
94 Clem. Paedag. 3. 12 pp. 291 f. St.; Heitsch, GDRK no. 45. 1.
95 Nos. 1-2 in the current numeration.
96 Cf. Wilamowitz, SPAW 1907, 278 f. = Kl. Schr. II 170 f.; E. J. Goodspeed, A History of Early Christian
Literature, rev. R. M. Grant, 1966, 84-7.
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eÈfame¤tv
aﬁyØr ka‹ gç:
stãtv pÒntow,
stãtv d' éÆr:
lÆgete pnoia¤
bal¤vn én°mvn:
lÆgete =ipa¤
gur«n =oy¤vn,
potam«n proxoa¤,
kranaa‹ libãdew:
§x°tv sigã
kÒsmou lagÒnaw
ﬂereuom°nvn
èg¤vn Ïmnvn.

2. 28-43
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gç sigãtv
§p‹ so›w Ïmnoiw,
§p‹ sa›w eÈxa›w:
eÈfame¤tv
˜sa kÒsmow ¶xei:
så går ¶rga, pãter.
kappau°syv
én°mvn =o›zow,
∑xow d°ndrvn,
yrÒow Ùrn¤yvn:
¥suxow aﬁyÆr,
¥suxow éÆr
klu°tv molpçw:
Ídãtvn d¢ xÊsiw
êcofow ≥dh
stãtv katå gçw.

It is a motif of impeccably Hellenic credentials, originating probably in one of the esoteric cults of
the fifth century BC.
Ar. Th. 39 ff.
eÎfhmow pçw ¶stv laÚw stÒma sugklÆisaw ...
§x°tv d¢ pnoåw nÆnemow aﬁyÆr,
kËma d¢ pÒntou mØ kelade¤tv ...
pthn«n te g°nh katakoimãsyv ...
m°llei går ı kalli°phw ÉAgãyvn ktl.97
Mesodemes 2. 1-6 Heitsch
eÈfame¤tv pçw aﬁyÆr,
g∞ ka‹ pÒntow ka‹ pnoa¤,
oÎr , t°mp sigãtv,
∑xoi fyÒggo¤ t' Ùrn¤yvn:
m°llei går ~prÚw ≤mçw~ ba¤nein
Fo›bow ékersekÒmaw eÈxa¤taw.
Luc. Podagra 129 ff.
s›ga m¢n aﬁyØr nÆnemow ¶stv
ka‹ pçw podagr«n eÈfhme¤tv:
‡de prÚw yum°law <≤> klinoxarØw
ba¤nei da¤mvn.

97 Cf. also Ar. Av. 778; Eur. Bacch. 1084-5 with Dodds.
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Corp. Herm. 13. 17 (Merkelbach - Totti, Abrasax II 134)
pçsa fÊsiw kÒsmou prosdex°syv toË Ïmnou tØn ékoÆn. éno¤ghyi g∞, anoigÆtv moi pçw
moxlÚw ˆmbrou, tå d°ndra mØ se¤esye ... éno¤ghte oÈrano¤, ênemo¤ te st∞te ... m°llv går
Ímne›n tÚn kt¤santa tå pãnta ktl.
P. Gr. Mag. 3. 198 ff. (Merkelbach - Totti II 66)
¥suxon §n stÒmasin pãntew katerÊkete f[vnÆn:
aﬁy°row émf¤dromoi sigØn ˆrniyew ¶xoite,
skitr«ntew delf›new Ípeirãlioi paÊesye,
me¤nat° moi potam«n te =oa‹ ka‹ nãmat' én[aÊrv]n ktl.
P. Gr. Mag. 7. 320 ff.
±reme¤tv ga›a ka‹ éØr ±reme¤tv ka‹ yãlassa ±reme¤tv, ±reme¤tvsan ka‹ oﬂ ênemoi, ka‹ mÆ
mou §mpod¤zesye eﬁw tØn mante¤an mou taÊthn: mØ fvnÆ, mØ ÙlolugmÒw, mØ surigmÒw.
So far as Synesius is concerned, the Mesomedes passage is especially relevant. For the
musical tradition in which Synesius was trained, Mesomedes was the classic composer. His fame is
attested by the cenotaph set up to him by Caracalla, by Eusebius’ inclusion of him in his
chronography, and by Dio Cassius’ reference to him as ‘the man who wrote the citharodic
nomes’.98 His songs, with their musical scoring, were probably the basic text used in teaching the
lyre to the select few who still learned it; this was what enabled some of his music to survive into
medieval manuscripts. Synesius quotes from Mesomedes’ hymn to Nemesis as a piece that ‘we
sing to the lyre’.99 The metres that Synesius uses for his nine hymns — anapaestic monometers,
spondaic heptasyllables, ionics, anacreontics, short apokrota — largely overlap with those used by
Mesomedes; he uses the same literary Doric dialect, a great rarity in the Imperial age; and there are
obvious verbal echoes.100
In substance as well as in metre, therefore, the Oxyrhynchus hymn draws on Greek heritage
which finds representation also in the Mesomedes-Synesius line of tradition. The fact that the
hymn is expertly recorded in the Greek notation itself suggests a composer with a Greek musical
education, which had probably included the study of Mesomedes’ works. He is a Christian, but
his religious outlook may have been formed in a syncretistic atmosphere and enriched by pagan or
gnostic concepts.
One further detail deserves remark. The poet attaches to God the title dvtØr mÒnow pãntvn
égay«n. This is not exactly an un-Christian idea; one may compare, for example, 1 Ep. Tim. 6.
17, Ye«i t«i par°xonti ≤m›n pãnta plous¤vw eﬁw épÒlausin. But the expression derives rather
from the Homeric yeo‹ dvt∞rew §ãvn. Callimachus had adapted the phrase to Zeus (Hymn 1. 91,
following the hint of Il. 24. 528). Clement and Origen apply it to the Christian God, e.g. Clem.

98 Dio Cass. 77. 13. 7; Eus. Chron. Ol. 230. 4.
99 Epist. 95 p. 695 Hercher.
100 For example, in Synes. H. 3 compare 20-3 with Mesom. 2. 17-23 H.; 31-5 with Mesom. 4. 21-4; 42
glÆnaw with Mesom. 4. 18.
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Strom. 7. 7. 43. 2 ı t«n égay«n dotÆr.101 It was this Alexandrian confluence of Christian
doctrine with Hellenic culture that put the title at our hymnodist’s disposal. The continuing
influence of Greek poetic tradition betrays itself in his use of the exclusively epic form dvtÆr,
which originated as an artificial substitute for dotÆr under the influence of d≈tvr.102
I turn now to the music, and to Wellesz’s claim that it does not belong to the Greek tradition
but reflects oriental principles of composition. First, to detach it as much as possible from the
Greek tradition, he plays down its anapaestic character:
Its rhythm has no longer that intimate, if not rigid, connexion with the metre of the text
which was characteristic of the Greek classical style of composition. Metrically short
syllables are often set to lengthened notes; and, in an age when spoken Greek was
becoming a stressed language, the accentuated syllables are not consistendy related to
the musical ictus. The notes which have to be lengthened are marked by vertical [read:
horizontal] strokes, and notes which have to be accentuated are distinguished from
others by a dot. 103
He proceeds to deny that the longer notes are to be interpreted as twice the length of the shorter:
we have to deal with rhythmical nuances which are too subtle to be expressed by
doubling the time-value of the note to be lengthened. We must write all notes as
quavers and indicate by an episema (a term known from Gregorian chant, i.e. a
horizontal stroke), those notes which have to be lengthened.
There are several confusions and arbitrary assertions here. It is hardly the case that short syllables
are ‘often’ set to long notes. The interpretation of 2 ]UtAnhv as pr[utane¤vi is quite uncertain (oÈ
tån de¤lan, o]È tån ±« Reinach). 4. pat°rA and pneËmA are in the doxological formula which
the poet felt unable to modify; certainly his admission of these scansions shows lower standards
than we should like to see, but he has contrived to make each of the vowels in question the last in a
dimeter, and at this period writers of anapaests often treated this position as anceps.104 A relation of
accented syllables to ‘the musical ictus’ is found nowhere in the Greek musical documents. And
Wellesz is under the misapprehension that the êrsiw marked by a dot over a note is the ictus or
downbeat: on the contrary, it is the upbeat. As the whole notation is entirely conventional, there
can be no question of taking the sign ¯ as anything other than the diseme symbol, indicating a note
of double length.105

101 Cf. 7. 7. 36. 4 t«i dot∞ri t«n ˜lvn; Origen De orat. 2. 331. 8; Martyr. S. Ignatii 7. 3.
102 Ernst Fraenkel, Geschichte der griechischen Nomina agentis, 1910-12, I 15; E. Benveniste, Noms d’ agent

et noms d’ action en indo-européen, 1948, 29.
103 CQ 39, 1945, 41.
104 For example, in the hymn in Porph. ap. Eus. PE 3. 14. 4 (GDRK 51), line 9, pãgnuto nçsow, pãgnuto

kËma (and 5, 11); Synes. H. 1. 149 ff. ©n •nÚw prÒteron, ˆntvn sp°rma, pãntvn k°ntron. The technique of using
rests in anapaestic music not only at the end of a bar (as after pneËma) but also at the beginning (as before sigãtv,
ÍmnoÊntvn) is paralleled in P. Oxy. 3704 verso.
105 Cf. Winnington-Ingram, Symb. Osl. 31, 1955, 80 n. 2.
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As regards the melody, Wellesz points to three features: 1. its ‘florid’ character, i.e. very frequent
setting of a syllable to two or three notes; 2. the presence of melodic formulae as a structural
feature; 3. the similarity of a couple of musical phrases with cadences found in some Byzantine
church music.
1. Wellesz considered that the hymn’s floridity distinguished it from Greek music, in which
‘with the exception of a few passages’ a single note corresponded to a syllable of the text.106
Since he wrote, however, our evidence has been augmented by a number of new texts from the
Roman period such as the Oslo and Michigan papyri (Pöhlmann, Nos. 36-37, 39-40) and the
Oxyrhynchus papyri 2436 (Pöhlmann, No. 38) and 3161, which show that Greek music in the
second and third centuries was becoming increasingly florid. If this tendency is slightly more
developed in the Christian hymn than in the other texts, it is no more so than might be expected in
view of the hymn’s date. Individually the melisms it contains are no more extravagant than those
seen in the Michigan papyrus, which is dated to the second century. The technicalities match what
we find in the other texts: occasional division of monosemes into , more frequent division of
disemes into or
.
2. Wellesz states that the hymn
is built up from a number of melodic formulae linked together by varying short
passages in the manner of a recitative. This principle of composition is to be found
everywhere in the Middle East, but is unknown in old Greek music; it is the same
principle of composition which has been discovered in both Gregorian and Byzantine
melodies.107
He does not define the term ‘melodic formula’, or explain whether it means something more
precise than ‘recurring phrase’. In default of such elucidation I can make no sense of the assertion
that melodic formulae are unknown in old Greek music. They can be found in the Euripides
fragments, the Delphic Paeans, and the songs of Mesomedes. And what is meant by ‘everywhere in
the Middle East’? Our knowledge of Middle Eastern melody in pre-Byzantine times is confined to
some Hurrian fragments from about 1400 BC, which were not known to Wellesz and are not
relevant here,108 and to Hebrew rnelodies reconstructed from agreements between the traditional
music of widely separated Jewish communities in the modern era.109
3. Wellesz draws comparisons between a couple of melodic patterns in the hymn and some
found in the twelfth-century Athos Heirmologion.110 His reasoning is: the music of the hymn is

106 History of Byzantine Music and Hymnography, 156. The Berlin Paean is noted as showing some floridity.
107 Op. cit., 156.
108 Existing interpretations of the Babylonian notation used in these pieces are, I believe, all erroneous. For a

new and, I hope, definitive decipherment see my forthcoming study in Music and Letters.
109 A. Z. Idelsohn, Jewish Music in its Historical Development, 1929; A. Sendrey, Music in Ancient Israel,

1969.
110 CQ 39, 1945, 44 f. R. Wagner had drawn some comparisons with antiphons in Philologus 79, 1924,

213-5.
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related to Byzantine church music; Byzantine church music can be traced back to Syro-Palestinian
origins because (a) it is based on non-metrical or accentually scanned texts adapted from Syriac
models, (b) it uses the supposedly Middle Eastern and un-Greek principle of composition from
melodic formulae; and therefore the music of our hynm is to be assigned to this Syro-Palestinian
tradition.
Against this it is to be observed firstly that whatever Byzantine ecclesiastical music may have
owed to liturgical tradition going back to the Primitive Church (and ultimately to Jewish chant),
there is nothing implausible in its also owing something to earlier Greek music. Secondly, if the
hymn here and there shows similarities with later Byzantine hymns, it shows others at least as
noteworthy with first- or second-century Greek fragments both religious and secular:

Christian hymn, line 1

Berlin Paean, line 5

ibid. line 1

ibid. line 2

ibid. line 5

P. Oslo 1413 line 4111

111 Reading the notes as

.
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I rest my case. I can discover no feature of the hymn that cannot be illustrated from the extant
musical documents from Roman Egypt of the second and third centuries of our era. Musically
speaking the hymn stands squarely in the Greek tradition. We have seen that the same is true to a
significant extent of the poetic flesh that clothes the Christian bones.
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